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District 4-H, FR
Beef Show Held Here
The annual 4-H, FFA Purchase District beef show and
sale,sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture
through the division of shows
and fairs, was held here
Monday at the Murray
Livestock Market.
1Roxie Duncan, a 4-H member
from Grand Rivers, showed the
grand champion which weighed
1.145 pounds and brought 80

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We weeder just how many
people are cognizant both of the
enormity of the new MSU
stadium and what it means to
Murray and Calloway County.
If you have not been to the
stadium, go out there and just
walk around. Walk up to the top
row, look at the huge columns
holding the thing up, go in the
VIP room, check it out. ,It is
huge.
Now, as to what it means to
Murray and Calloway County.
Have you stopped to realize that
it can hold the largest number
of people this side of Nashville
of any palce in west Kentucky,
or west Tennessee. The crowd
that gathered on the opening
night is probably the largest
gathering of people in one spot
in the history of Murray. We
figured 14,000. It holds 17,000.

cents per pound at the sale. The
grand champion was purchased
by Smith
Packing Co.,
Smithland.
The Reserve Champion was
shown by Eddie Keeing, Rt. 1,
Hickory, who is a member of
the Lowes FFA. The Angus calf
weighed 965 pounds and • was
sold to Jerry Jones of Murray
for 46 cents per pound. i
Ted Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwayne Hale of Murray, won
the championship in the 4-H
showmanship contest.
Jimmy Hale, also the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Hale,
sold two calves at the sale, one
to the Bank of Murray for 60
cents a pound and
one to
Johnson Grocery and Farmers
Grain for 62 cents per pound.
Renee Overbey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Overbey Rt.
6, Murray,sold a calf to Peoples
Bank of Murray for 62 cents per
Pound.
Larry Flood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eura M. Flood, Rt. 4, sold
two calves, one to Peoples Bank
for 54 cents per pound and the
other to Gibson Locker Plant for
52 cents per pound.
Fred Gillum, local 4-H extension agent, said that the
carcass show will be held next
Tuesday at the Reelfoot
Packing Co., Union City,
Tenn. A banquet will be held at
6 p.m. preceeding the show and
all purchase district 4-H and
FFA members and their
parents are invited to attend.
Gillum said that the top 25
calves will be awarded
premium money at the show.

Opera Theatre
To Be In Murray

Several local businesses
reported that they had the
biggestweekend they ever had,
which means that when you get
The membership drive for the
14,000 people together here in
Murray Civic Music Association
Murray for any event, they are
closed on Friday, September 21,
going to spend money.
according to members of the
Board of Directors.
That's why we are pushing
Because of the success of the
the stadium for the Murray
drive the association was able
High
games.
People to obtain the
internationally
everywhere will know there will
be room for them,room to park, famous Goldovsky Opera
Theatre for a performance in
room to site, etc. The more
Murray on Monday, October 29.
people who attend the sports
The performance will be
events, the more in-pouring
Verdi's "Tosca."
we'll have of the green.
This will be in addition to the
performance of the Nashville
The big Spider at our house
Symphony Orchestra scheduled
has constructed a completely
on Sunday, November 18, ofnew web. The thing measures
ficials said. at least one other
two feet across. As he traps
major attraction remains to be
various and sundry dinners, the
announced, the board said.
web is ripped and made ragged,
All attractions in Murray,
so he has just renovated it. Just
Paducah, and Martin, Tenn.,
for the heck of it we rubbed him
are open to members of the
on the back and he went into a
Murray
Civic
?desk
swinging tantrum with his body
Association, according to of(See SeaiiirooKirage
-Seers of the association.

Astronomy Films
To Be Shown Friday

•

began this morning on the three new county elementary schools with groundbreaking ceremonies at the Southwest School, looted
just east of Wiswell on Highway 1550. Holding the shovels are Chairman of the school board, Lubie Parrish and county judge Robert 0. Miller.
Construction

Education Level
Rising Locally
How many people in
Calloway County would be
unable to qualify for the
following job because they lack
the normal reading and writing
skills?
General office worker, bright,
good at figures. Excellent opportunity for advancement.
Write fully, stating education,
experience etc to
The vast majority of local
people would be quite capable of
doing work of this kind because
they have had adequate
training. They live in an area
where the level of education has
been on the rise in recent
years.
The median amount of
schooling
being attained
locally, according to the latest
Department of Commerce
statistics, is 10.8 years, as
compared with the 1960 median
of 8.8 years.
There still remain, however,
a sizeable number of local
residents who have reached
adult age without having
acquired sufficient meek:icy
in reading, writing and arith-

...10,1021.1g4316
.
46.
-

County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris has reported about 10,500
persons re-registered for the
metic to hold down the ad- November general election.
vertised job.
The voters were required to
There are 65, the government re-register by Kentucky law
figures show, who hoes
after all voting rolls were
schooling, at all or solipurged for conversion to
gone for less than one year.
estuputer use.
Some 716 have reached
Harris said that about 13,700
adulthood with a background of persons
had been registered to
only one to four years of vote,
but called the response to
schooling and another, 1,487
the re-registration process
with five to seven years.
"better than I thought we'd
Those who cannot read or
do .1,000 to 1,500 persons better
write at all are called totally
than I thought we'd do."
illiterate. Others, for whom
books, newspapers, welfare
forms, license applications and
the like are unfathomable
mysteries, are designated
functional illiterates."
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, in a
Murray City Police inrecent statement, declared that vestigated a break-in, reported
there are 19 million adult Tuesday by Jimmy Rowland,
Americans who are totally or South Fourth.
functionally illiterate and
Officers said that the
another 7 million elementary
Rowland Clean-Up Shop was
and secondary students who
entered through a broken
have severe reading problems.
window on the east side of the
A national effort is being
building and two paint guns and
made, under a Right to Read
sander were reported stolen.
program aided by Federal a
Investigation- is- continuing
(See Education, Page 12)
into the incident, police said.

Burglary Reported
At Clean-Up Shop

fl -

The Weather
Partly cloudy and continued
very warm today, tonight and
Thursday with a slight chance
of a few thundershowers. Highs
today and Thursday in the up,
per 80s. Lows tonight in the low
T. Winds will be southerly
from ten to 16 miles per hour
today and diminishing tonight,
(Friday through Sunday)
4,Showers and thundershowers - MAN OF THE HALF CENTURY: Shortly after
his retirement
ending Friday and becoming as Murray State's President Is 1918, Dr. Ralph
H. Woods was
partly cloudy and slightly .cool- honored by the Murray Chamber of Commerce
as The Man of The
er Saturday and Sunday. Highs Half-Century and presented with the plaque be proudly displays.
in the low to mid 80s. Lows in Funeral services for Dr. Woods, who died
Tuesday at the age of
U e upper 5(*.W,Ievo,ego,- /5, ate'veftetfuled for Tftffrsdity:'
'
"—

The body of fir. Ralph H
Woods, whose tenure as
president of Murray State
University was the longest in
the school's history, will lie in
state in the lobby of the Administration Building on the
campus from 10 a.m. to noon
Thursday.
Best known as the architect
who planned Murray State's
period of greatest growth, Dr
Woods, who died Tuesday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at the age of 75, served
as president from 1945 to 1968
almost half the school's length
_ Of Intidence.
_ Among the 41 major buildings
constructed on the campus
ender ht Mnde1p
1Vie
Administration Building. It was
completed and first occupied in
the fall of 1967, the last semester
Dr. Woods served as president;
Funeral services for the
university's fourth president
will be held at 2 p,m. Thursday
at the First Christian Church
with Rev. Henry McKenzie and
Dr. David C. Roos, church
pastor, officiating.
CLASSES DISMISSED
Day classes will be dhnissed
and offices will be closed at
Murray State University
Thursday in deference to the
naeinory a Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
Thursday evening classes will
meet on schedule, and some
Des.essary work functions 1I1
follow the normal schedule.

Agnew Asks House To Hear
His Case Against Charges
WASHINGTON (*2) — Spiro
T. Agnew has asked the House
of Representatives to hear his
case against allegations of political corruption, contending
the Constitution forbids criminal actions against him while
he is vice president.
What action the House might
take on Agnew's repiest remained unclear.
Leaders said such an investigation might be made by a
House committee, but would
not rule out the possibility of a
hearing through impeachment
procedures or even a rejection
of Agnew's request.
Agnew asked for the House
investigation Tuesday after secret negotiations between Agnew's lawyers and Justice Department officials broke down
and Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Rich-

No One Injured
In Accident Here

ardson announced he had authorized a federal grand jury in
Baltimore to begin hearing the
Agnew case Thursday.
President Nixon, who met
with Agnew Tuesday morning,
said the vice President had
again personally assured him
of his innocence of any
wrongdoing.
Nixon issued his strongest
statement of support for Agnew
since the investigation of the
vice president was announced
nearly two months ago.
Agnew requested the Capitol
Hill hearing in a letter that he
hand-delivered to House Speaker Carl Albert. Agnew then met
for more than an hour with Albert and other Howe leaders.
"After the most careful
study, my counsel have advised
me that the Constitution bars a
criminal proceeding of any kind
... against a president or a
vice president while he holds
office," the Agnew letter said.
"Accordingly, I cannot acquiesce in any criminal proceeding being lodged against
me in Maryland or elsewhere,
and I cannot look to any such
proceeding for vindication. In
these circumstances, I believe,
it is the right and duty of the
vice president to turn to the
House.
"I am confident that .. I
shall be vindicated by the
House,- Agnew wrote.
A spokesman for Richardson
said that, despite Agnew's legal
posture, the decision to go to
the grand jury would stand.
Agnew's request caught
House members by surprise,
and they were unsure what to

do about it. Albert said there
was no decision during
meeting with the vice president.
Agnew emerged from the session smiling but declined to
comment on the matter.
Following the session with
Agnew, Albert held an informal
(See Agnew, Page 121

Fire Levels
Unoccupied
House Today
An unoccupied home owned
by Lilian Mathis was destroyed
by fire this morning on the west
side of the county.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
members were called to the
home to keep the fire from
spreading. The fire was
reported by a neighbor, Clifton
Paschall at 1:30 a.m. today. A
witness said that the back porch
and the entire upper portion of
the house was engulfed in
flames when the fire was
discovered.
Both the pumper and the
tanker responded to the call,
but only the booster hoses of the
pumper were used.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Max Dowdy, Edwin
Jennings, Gordon Wirt, Ronnie
Barnett, Robert Trenholm,
Jerry Edwards, Charles Tubbs,
Ron Stout, Ran Stout, Aaron
Dowdy, Bernard Steen, Jim
Wilkinson, Mike Farley and
Randy Linn.

No one was injured in a twocar collision which occured on
the Dairy Queen parking lot at
9:22 p.m. Tuesday.
City police said that cars
driven by Gary W. Darnell, 1202
Sycamore, and Anthony W.
Lax, of Paris, Tenn.. were involved in the collision.
Burial will be in the Wickliffe
Investigating officers said the
Cemetery, at Wickliffe, Ky..
nell car was backing,
Dr. Woods' death at 1:35 p.m.
heeded west on the lot, and the
Tuesday followed a lengthy Lai car was going north on the
illness. His health had been lot when the accident occurred.
failing since he suffered the
Damage to the Darnell car
first of three coronaries in the
was to the right rear, and
summer of 1967. He had been
damage to the Lax car was to
hospitalized since Aug. 10 and
the left front, according to
periodically on several prior
police.
occasions.
His body will be at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home until it
is moved to the Administration
Building. The carillon in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
will play while his body is on the
campus, and an Honor Guard
will be provided by ROTC,
which Dr. Woods was inrarlinteltrid tr. rthe --ter the
campus in 1951.
From the campus his body
will be taken to the church.
Active pallbearers will be:
John W. Woods, Sr., Walter R.
Woods, Earl Woods, Oren Hull,
Harold Woods and Richard
Cocke. •
Honorary pallbearers will be:
members of the Murray Rotary
Club, the Men's Bible Class of
the First Christian Church and
the current members of the
Murray State board of regents.
Members of the Rotary Club
been asked by the family
to sit as a group during the
;funeral services. Or. Woods has
been a member of the club since
1945 and had served during 196152 as its president.
Callanap-Fireamose vedne.tees -Ronnie ibesseA4-4, allhearttat hsv-flerrivri Ara! .-nre‘)irei so awnic—
cupied house on the west side of the county early today.
(See Dr. Woods, Page 121

Funeral kr_ Dr. -Woods -Planned Thursday

Two astronomy films will be
shown at seven p.m. Friday in
Room 135 of the Blackburn
Science Building on the MSU
campus.
Open to the public, the two
films are sponsored by the
department of physics and
astronomy, and will show
,scenes of the universe ranging
from areas within the Milky
Way Galaxy to the farthest
Quasars, a spokesman said.
The films will last approximately one hour, and
coffee will be served during the
discussion period which will
follow, B.E. Burnley, assistant
professor of astronomerfll
host the films.
a n 71,A4t

10,500 Persons
Re-Register Here
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Hospital Report

rtN6 AVERAGE. /.000

State Government Reporti

SEPTEMBER 23, 1973
ADULTS..93
NURSERY..
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Naomi Lee Edwards,
Route 1, Alrno, Miss Colleen
Moore, 2017 Mardee, Valley
Station, Mrs. Sadie Nell Cavitt,
404 N. 2nd, Murray, Mrs.
Pamela Venee Young, Route 8,
Box 57, Murray, Mrs. Ruth Hine
Todd, 105 S. 12th, Embassy
Apts. No C-1, Murray, Mrs. Rita
Kay Ford, Route 3, Box 390,
Murray, Mrs. Georgia Nell
Chambers, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Lottie R. Garner, 719 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Ethel 011ie
Miller, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Nettie Lou Fulton, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Willie Ray Jones
(expired), 216 Woodlawn,
Murray.

Manager

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in.
;terest of our readers.
, National Representatives Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
'Memphis, Tn., Time & Life Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
:Detroit, Mich
•• Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray S.35 per week. St 52 per
•Zmonth, $18 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
;$7.50 per year, other destinations, $18.00 per year All mail sub
;..criptions plus 5 percent state tax
LI. Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
os Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civet Asset of a Community
is the Inteeeity of its Newspaper

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
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That first sweet tantalizing crispness in September's breeze stirs a soul still languishing over the
beady promises of a too-brief summer.
There is something about September that catches
is unaware, enveloping us with the last patches of a
pumpkin-colored sunset, embracing us with the
deceptively fickle warmth.
iun's
•.
Bit by bit September tugs at our heartstrings: the
easy low of cattle now drawn Closer to the barn; the
Owish-rattle-swish of a hayrake across the patthwork fields; the first golden leaf, tossed by the
i;ind, dancing gracefully to the ground.
All the bittersweet hopes of summer,now wrapped
in a flannel jacket; sweet cool lemonade, now
Changed for hot buttered rum; the splash in a
crowded pool, now turned to a quiet walk in the
gentle autumn rain.
Heaps of chocolate earth, nurtured by the careful
churn of a tractor, await a last packing before the
first frost. Crickets chirp a persistent mournful
serenade.
The laughter of children in the late evening is now
bushed, lullabyes and Christopher Robin tales
soothing fears, comforting parent and child alike.
The sun weaves long September shadows, tracing,
'parting, a hopskotch path to nowhere. The last
fleeting summer haze settles over the hills, smelling
pf clover and hayfields, sand and salt.
There were So many things we meant to do, this
;September. But the tune is melancholy. and the
time is for remembering what was, and wasn't. —
:The Cincinnati Post

Requiem for a Lightweight
And so. as it must to all hustlers, the moment of
truth came to Bobby Riggs.
IT COULDN'T have happened to a nicer guy.
f; Not even the most chauvinistic of male pigs can do
pther than feel that Bobby let them down. How were
They to know, with all his tongue-in-cheek bigirnouthing, that he really is just another 55-year-old
iwho can't play tennis very well any more?
" Billie Jean King was by no means at her best in
that intensely ballyhooed battle of the sexes in
Houston. But she was all that was needed to immure
Bobby in tbe deepest of solid-gold ignominy. Those
who, like Bobby, grossly court it, must accept the
net of disaster. We hope he does it graciously.
By the end of the third game, Bobby was wringing
By the end of the match, Billie Jean had
(wet'
;scarcely worked up a ladylike glow.
Now she's the undisputed boss of Ms Biz and
Trobably has done more for women's liberation than
GIoria Steinem and Betty Friedan rolled into one.
!:Not to mention the equal rights amendment.
TO TELL the truth, it would have been a woeful
miscarriage of poetic justice had Bobby won. If the
best woman tennis player in the world at 29 years of
age couldn't run a gasping good-time-Charley in his
„mid-50s off the court—as Billie Jean did—women
:might almost have felt constrained to hand over
..their suffrage rights.
Hail, then, Billie Jean King, and farewell, Bobby
-w-as fun. while it lasted, kids,- but enoughls
enough. No return matches, please. — The Cin:<cinnatti Post

LEDGER it TIMES FILE

Dr. John Quertermous was named as a delegate to
the American Medical Association at the meeting of
the Kentucky Medical Association held in Louisville.
Homecoming acticities at Murray High School will
kart with a parade and conclude with the MurrayYulton football game at Holland Stadium on September 27. Miss Carol Rolfe is football queen and
Miss Linda Dibble and Miss Sheila Polly are her
'attendants.
. Miss Jane Watson was installed as worthy advisor
'of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls at the meeting helO at the Masonic Hall.
: Pure ground beef is advertised at three pounds for
1.00 in the ad for Swann's Grocery this week.

MAYFIELD, Ky.—There is
very little chance that the.1974
Kentucky legislature will eaise
taxes. Actually, there are good
prospects for tax reductions for
Kentuckians next session
because of extra money for
current state programs coming
in from federal revenue sharing
funds and from higher tax
receipts than originally anticipated reaching the state
Treasurer's office.
Most Kentuckians are simply
in no mood to pay higher. taxes
at any level.
The Tax Foundation in New
York reports that, for the first
time in recent history, more
state legislatures have cut taxes
this year than have increased
them. One major reason listed
for the tax decreases is that any
other course at a time when
prices are rising faster than
income would be politic,ally
suicidal. Too, economists
predict a business downturn in
1974. Tax increases in many
states could lead us into a
recession.
++++
The possibility that Outwood
State Hospital and School at
Dawson Springs will be closed
and its residents transferred to
Western State Hospital in
Hopkinsville has raised strong
objections in Hopkins County.
The proposal was announced
last week by Dr. Dale Farabee,
commissioner of the Bureau of
Health Services of the
Departmentof
Human
Resources. Farabee says the
change is being considered
because of the declining
number of in-patients at
Western State Hospital and due
to the facilities of the two institutions.
A committee which plans to
go to Frankfort soon and prot..fst,.
to both Gov. Wendell Ford and
Farabee is headed by Hopkins
County Court Clerk Walton
Calvert and includes four
Dawson Springs men—Morton
Jennings, magistrate; Louis
Franklin, a councilman; Noel
Terry, a building contractor;
and Eddie Beshear, a minister
and funeral director.
"It's really a heart-breaking
thing for us," said Miss Dorothy
Scott, volunteer director at
Outwood, when asked her
opinion of the closing of Outwood.
All staff members will be
offered positions at Western if
Outwood is closed, according to
Farabee.
++++
A federal grand jury in
Lexington is meeting again this
week, hearing more testimony
relating to an investigation
concerning allegations that
-there have been "kickbacks" in
the awarding of state contracts
to real estate appraisers
working for the state Department of Highways.
Among those who testified
last week were former Glasgow
Mayor William H. (Tubby)
Grissom, a real estate agent,
Louisville realtors William P.
Snyder and William F. Limyand an FBI agent who has investigated the charges which
were first made public when
Grissom complained that he
was asked to give 4 per cent of
his contract price back to the
state
Democratic
party
headquarters in Frankfort.
U.S. District Attorney Eugene
Siler, Jr. is the federal
prosecutor presiding over the
grand jury proceedings.

The chances of legalized offtrack betting corning to Kentucky anytime soon have been
killed. Last Wednesday at
Frankfort the Off-Track Betting
Advisory
Committee,
established by the 1972
legislature, voted against any
action by the 1974 General
Assembly to legalize off-track
wagering. The committee is
composed of legislators and
representatives of the horseracing industry.
A Legislative Research
Commission study estimates
that off-track betting would
bring in between $4.7 million
and $5.6 million in revenue to
the state during the first year of
operation and up to $9.4 million
in the third year. The horseracing industry vigorously
opposes off-track betting since
it would cause a tremendous
loss in revenue at the several
If you are planning to seed in Herbek. If you plant your own
Kentucky race tracks' paria small grain crop this fall, you seed, be sure to have it tested.
mutuel windows.
++++
should be sure to test your soil
Plant small grains early
When the case styled Com- and apply the needed lime and
monwealth of Kentucky vs. fertilizer. That reminder comes enough that they can establish a
Gary Lynn Riley comes before from Jim Herbeck, Extension good root system before a hard
Herbek
comes
the Marshall County Grand grain crops specialist at freeze
recommends planting small
Jury October 15 the-24-year-old Princeton with the University
of grains which will be used for
Paducatian will be charged with Kentucky
College
of forage two to three weeks
a single murder rather than a Agriculture.
earlier than those which will be
double murder as a result of a
Herbek says to plant a harvested for grain.
Kentucky Attorney General's
opinion. Riley is suspected of recommended small grain
Herbek points out that aerial
killing 22 year-old Mrs. Clara variety into a firm but shallow seeding of small grains is
O'Bryan at her home near seed bed. The best stands are becoming more and more
Benton last June 27. The victim, produced when seed is planted popular with Kentucky farwho was six months pregnant at from one to two inches deep. If mers. For fall pasture, rye or
the time of her death, was you are seeding for forage, you wheat should be seeded into
stabbed 25 times, according to will need to use a higher seeding standing corn by the end of
the autopsy report.
rate than if you are seeding for September. The ideal time to
The opinion, requested by grain. If you are seeding with a seed into soybeans is just before
Commonwealth Attorney Boyce
bulk fertilizer spreader, be sure the lower leaves fall. Barley can
G. Clayton of Benton, says: "A
to disk afterwards in order to be seeded earlier than wheat or
person suspected of murdering
rye. For late aerial seeding,
cover the seeds.
a pregnant woman cannot be
rates should be increased from
charged with the murder of her
"The seed you plant should be 30 to 50 percent.
unborn child as'well."
true to variety, high in gerFor information on testing
+ +++
rnfnation, free from noxious your soil and for a list of
At a legislative subcommittee weeds, and chemically treated. recommended small grain
meeting last week in Frankfort Certified seed is your best bet varieties, check with your local
State Rep. W. Terry McBrayer far high !quality seed, says county Extension agent.
of Greenup referred to the
Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville as "a dungeon that ******************
ought to be torn down and
Next Week I
*
pushed into Lake Barkley."
McBrayer favors phasing out
"Cahill
U.S.
Marshall"
CINEMAS
the prison and building smaller
Th. Me*al ISA*
"Oklahoma Crude" )1
facilities more suited to inmate
rehabilitation.
++++
The Kentucky Attorney
General's Division of Consumer
Protection invites Kentuckians
to contact them if they suspect
that a vehicle's odometer has *
been altered. One of the most *
*
common forms of consumer *
NEW YORK FILM CRITICS' AWARD:
fraud has traditionally been the *
ig
*
PICTURE
practice of turning back
Starts
odometers on used cars. A *
DIRECTOR
*"
recent federal law gives the *
SCREENPLAY
consumer strong weapons in *
*.
ACTRESS"
fighting this illegal practice. *
UV ULLMAN*
The "Motor Vehicle In•*
formation Act," which took:
effect last March, provides that *
:
consumers are entitled to a i INGMAR BERGMAN'S
Showtimes: *
written statement of the true
3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00 )1
mileage, if known, or a
*
statement that the true mileage
*
is unknown. The law also makes:
*
Color
Plus*
it a federal crime to alter the i
*
ROGER CORMAN presents
mileage reading of a vehicle.
Cartoon
*
A NEW WORLD PICTURES RELEASE
The most important part of:
the law is the consumer relief it
STARTS TOMORROW * CINEMA 2
grants. Any person who alters
the odometer on a used vehicle
with intent to defraud must pay
three times all actual damages
caused, or $15,000, whichever is
greater, plus costs of litigation.
You can call toll-free to the
Division
of
Consumer
Protection by dialing 1-800-372A
2960.
FRANKOVICH
pcioo4Jcoop4

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Congress. that body of lawmakers made up of
:memberiz of the species Potomacus Exoticus,
'..operates in these troubled times much like it did in
other troubled times. It opens each session with a
• prayer and then closes it with a resOliffion to investigate something.
"I have passed two hours in the Representatives' hall and Senate chamber today. I
could learn nothing of the merits of any of
.the tpustlions. but I had .a perference, such
as one feels in seeing two dogs fight.
that one should .beat." .-+
—Amos La wfingi. 1836
I

Soil Should Be Tested Before
Small Grain Crop Is Planted

EST

"WONDER WOMEN" (PG)

GERBER

* THUR.-FRI.-SAT. *

Burt Reynolds in
2 A-C-T-I-O-N HITS!!
BURT .
glIM
REYNOLDS
UGHTNING

Plus "SAM WHISKE

1)

GREEN GIANT

WED.

: atEsAND
W1-113PERs
•
•

THE FUNNIEST
LOVE STORY
OF THE YEAR!

THE LO - UN
COMEDY HIT
COMEI
TOTHEICREEN I

20 Years Aga Today

About 1500 persons were on hand to greet the tour
by Governor Lawrence Wetherby and his group here
yesterday. Dr. W. G. Nash was the master of
ceremonies.
The Murray High School Tigers beat the Mayfield
High School Cardinals 14 to 13 in a football game last
night.
Pvt. James L. Duncan recently arrived in Korea
for duty with the 49th Infantry Division.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is Zane Gray's
"Sunset Pass" with James Warren.
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"A very,very funny and
— very, very touching
romantic comedy."
curl,.`!:-..-Work Magazine

Liv Ullmann -- Gene Kelly
Edward Albert Binnie Barnes
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If God be for us, who can be against us?—Romans

LATE SH,OW FRI.-SAT. 11:30
titNESSA BEDLAM

*

There is a divine power reinforcing goodness that
ascurPQ. Itimate—uictory,

Open 6:45-Start 7:15
Ends TONITE

CENTRAL

•

5:31.

We Reserve Thl

THEY'VE GONE BATTY
TORONTO (AP( — This city
has suddenly taken an interest
in the Dracula legend.
The Count Dracula Society
here was formed last May and
since then has attracted more
than 100 members. It plans to
promote serious study of the
legend, Dracula movies and
plays and Gothic literature.
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Pure Vegetable

CRISCanCO

Treasure Chest
kis
$10000
Week Win

88'

SEE-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Morrell Frontier

Big 32 Ounce

COKES
32-oz
Bot

Limit: 1 with 7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco & dairy products.

Bac
on
Fresh

is

One Pound Pkg,

Breast69!
Wieners
79;
99ci,
HAMS
BABY FOOD
Spare Ribs 980.
GIL
BEEF
;
Bolo na
79
Gm.Beans 51511
417.11
CORN
HIND QUARTERSit
1
,
1
,
5,,
,$
Peas
FRIED CHICKEN
515-01
TOWELS Corn
19c
Hominy 689c
• Apple Sauce one:z:P1
. TURKEYS /IP
NESTEA
Family

Pack

Morrell Yorkshire

lb.

12-oz Pkg.

GERBER

Lean &

FROSTY MORN WHOLE

Meaty

Pattie Mix

Food Giant Grade A Large

Frosty Morn Klee Made

Lb

Family

School Day

Pack

lb

GREEN GIANT

HEN TURKEY

Yellow

Glen Valley

Whole
Kernel

cans

FROM OUR DELI

Kleener

Royal Prince

2 Pcs. Chicken,
2 Pot. Logs. 1 Roil

SNACK
BOX

Cans

4 Pcs Chicken,

DINNER
BOX

Stokely

Rolls
3

3 Pot Logs. 2 Rolls

WHOLE
CHICKEN

$969

9 Pc; Chirkpn

Orchard Pride

INSTANT

am Au

TENDER WHITE

3-oz. Jar

Red

Folger's

Folger's

BEST of

POTATOES

COFFE09E

COFFEE

FRYER

9

l
in1
11
.
1.1111

"N.
"

2-lb

Jar

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Folger's

Folger's

Giant Size

Softweave

COFFEE

COFFEE

PUNCH

TISSUE

10-oz. jar

2-lb. can

49-oz. box_

2 roll pkg.

$1°9
At Storey's

$"
1
r. "ay
eshntly's

_. ., . .i
,. t
. _,
•

rael-111-71
Good Only At Storey's

"Necks'
backs or

(With Coupon Below)

Coupon No. 8345-2132
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Ajax

Facial Tissue

Gravy Train

lb.
No. SLCoupes
'
Unlit Oni Per Family

Daytime

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon No. SL-211
Limit One Per Family

Viva

Newborn

PAMPERS
CLEANER SCOTTIES DOG FOOD PAMPERS TOWELS
large roll
30 ct. box
200 ct. box
bot
box
40-oz.
49C

11;0.

Ellitites.164-71 _
Good Only At Storey's

5-1b. bag
I Ir

.4J9L_
0000 0114 At Storey's

59,

Wings

Can
(With Coupon Below)

Coupon No. 3:11-2-132
Limit 1 Per Family

79

Good Only At Storey's

30 ct.

139

Expkau4p,243•
Extrni
ir!s.
y At gtorey's
Good Only At Storey's'DC902

3/99c-Expire
,18,2
.
23
flood Only At Storey's

Expires 101:7,..?
Good Only At Storey's

•••••Nt
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Mays: To Hear You Cheer And
+lot Do Anything About It ...
By WILL (;RINISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
'*# NEW YORK API — Just as
Mays emergence as a
,saw rookie in 1951 sparked the
so-called "Miracle of ('oogan's
Bluff." his retirement in 1973
may produce another bit of
baseball magic, predicts an old
rival
"The coincidence is almost
eerie when you think about it,"
Aaid Joe Black, who played
ivith Willie in the black leagues
and was a rival Brooklyn Dodger when Willie was beginning
Isis illustrious career with the
:New York Giants in the early
.1950's.

"Look at it. It was Willie joined in the tearful, poignant
largely who brought the Giants salute before a sellout crowd of
nut of the doldrums and now more than 50,000.
it's Willie's inspiration—in an"From all I could gather,
other way—that I think will away out in Arizona where I
carry the New York Mets to live, Willie put Yogi ( Manager
the National League champion- Yogi Berra of the Mets) in a
ship and maybe to their second precarious position," Black
World Series title," said Black. said. -It appears that when
Black was one of the many Willie. who admittedly is aging
baseball contemporaries who and hurting and without his old
helped honor the Mets' 42-year- skills, retired, it took a load off
old star at Shea Stadium Tues- Yogi and the team.
day night.
"There must have been some
Black,a right-handed pitcher, relief there. At the same time,
was just one of several former he offered them a great deal of
Dodgers and Giants—Duke Sni- inspiration. I could just feel out
der, Peewee Reese, Ralph on the field the guys
saying
Branca. Bobby Thompson, Sal "We've got to win for
old
Yvars and Dusty Rhodes—who Willie."

Something Happens To Brewer
When Aboard, He Usually Wins
-'•

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
TURNBERRY,Scotland(AP)
— Something happens to Gay
.43rewer when he gets out of the
A.Mited States.
He wins.
And he often wins the big
...money golf tournaments.
"I don't...know what it is," the
-.-greying 41-year-old Brewer said
before teeing off today in the
first round of the $150,000 John
Player Classic, Europe's richest golf tourney.
"I've thought about it a lot,
but I don't know what it is. I
wish I did. I wish I could tell
you the reason for it, but I just
don't know," he said about his
success outside the United
States.

He hasn't won in the U.S.
since taking the 1967 Masters
title.
But in that period, he has
won two Alcan championships—
one in Scotland and one in
England. He won the Canadian
Open. He won the rich Pacific
Masters, and he was runner-up
to Bob Charles of New Zealand
in this tournament last year.
In those five events, alone, he
collected more than $220.000.
And, with a history of success
like that, he ranked among the
prime contenders for the $37,500 first prize in this tournament.
He has got more than history
going for him, too. He's playing
very well.

Jim Hart Named NFL
Player Of The Week
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — You've
got to admit one thing about
Jim Hart He's steady.
A week ago against Philadelphia, the St. Louis Cardinals' quarterback completed 17
of 29 passes for 203 yards and a
pair of touchdowns. But, the experts shrugged. They said that
was against the lowly Philadelphia Eagles.

BOWLING
STANDINGS
Thursday Night Couples
Bowling League
Team
W..L
--Strikes
11 1
Ups & Downs
Whiz Kids
10, 2
Road R44nners
3
Alley Cats
9 3
Night Owls
9 3
Demons
9 3
Prods
9 3
ROckets
6 6
Red BirdS
5 7
3 5
Hits
4 8
Latitarlaticalao. 2
Ten Pens
3 9
Fisher Price No 1
3 9
Ps & Cs
2 6
Carrawav
2 10
Rs & Ms
2 10
r ustr ation
1 11
-High Team Gam•(SC)
Road Runners •
705
Night Owls
682
Alley Cats
648
High Team Game INC)
Poad Runners
866
Atley Cats
813
Night Owls
795
Hitati Team Series (SC)
Night Owls
1892
Demons
1866
Road Runners
1842
High Team Series (RC)
Alley Eats
2333
Road Runners
2325
Whiz KidS
2291
High,Ina Game ,(SC)
Dickie Hodge
237
Ron Pace
214
Rill Perry
205
Judy Parker
181
Lou Darnell
179
Trese Caraway
166
High Ind Game (MCI
Dickie Hodge263
Pitt Per ry - 738
Ron Pace
735

8:Misses

•

Mary Jones
Brooke Bradford
High Ind Series (SCI
"1.

219
218

Ron Pace
.•
Dickie Hodge
J C McDaniel
Lou Darnell
Judy Parker
Dee )-lor zsc huh
High Ind Series (MC)
Bill Perry
DC kie Hodge
J C McDaniel
Lou Darnell
Ella [Marren
Linda Myhill
High Averages
Men
Dan Jones
Lyman Dixon
pickle Hodge
'7 C Hargrove
•

657
641
638
603
594
591

-e y
xon
Might yn Chatman
.Patsy Neale
Judy Parker
Dee Holzschuh

2
147
140
139
138

"s.

565
563
539_
471
45,1
445

175
174
170
169
168

Okay. How about last Sunday? Hart completed 17 of 28
passes for 296 yards, tossing
one touchdown aerial to Donny
Anderson and setting up two
others by the Cards' running
back.
And that wasn't against the
Eagles. It was against tough,
defense-minded
Washington,
and led the surprisingly unbeaten Cardinals to an equally surprising 34-V victory over the
Redskins.
For his performance, Hart
was selected today as The Associated Press Offensive Player
of the Week in the National
Football League.
It was a tough choice. Among
the other players receiving
strong nominations by the panel of sport4 writers were quarterbacks Al Woodall of the New
York Jets and John Hadl of the
Los Angeles Rams, and running
backs Essex Johnson of Cincinnati and rookie Chuck Foreman
of Minnesota.
Cornerback Pat Fischer, a
former Cardinal, was one of the
who hud - tn -try stop Hart, a 6-foot-1, 2I5-pound,
eight-year veteran.
"Jimmy threw the ball as
well as a person can throw,. it
today," Fischer said. "0*
people were pretty close, within
a couple of feet on some of the
completions, but I don't know
how you could defend against
him all the time ... He was
hitting the seams pretty accurately." Hart, though, was pretty clinical about the victory.
"If you can control the ball on
the Redskins," he said, "you
take (the game) away from
them because they're so defense-conscious."
He did just that in the second
half, rallying the Cards from a
17-10 deficit.

Brewer, in his 18th year on
the pro tour straightened out
his putting and won two key
matches in the United States'
Ryder Cup triumph over a Britain-Ireland team last weekend.
And he has had a little more
preparation on the seaside, 7,070-yard, par-71 Tiumberry
links than the other six Americans in this elite field of 36.
"The big thing is my putting," he said. "Last week, for
the first time in about a year, I
really started putting good."
He also managed two full
practice rounds for this tournament while most of the other
Americans were competing in a
two-day pro-am tourney in
Switzerland.
Also in the field—and all
among the favorites—are Arnold Palmer, British Open
champion Tom Weiskopf, Masters titleholder Tommy Aaron,
U.S. Open winner Johnny Miller, Chi Chi Rodriguez and
Charles C,00dy. .
Dave Hill of the UniteckStates
and Argentina's Roberto de
Vicenzo withdrew because of
injuries.
Other major contenders included defending champion
Charles, Gary Player of South
Africa, Tony Jacklin and NEIL
Coles of England, Scots Brian
Barnes and Bernard Gallacher
and Ireland's Christy O'Connor.

Mays, who less than a week
ago announced his retirement
from baseball, evoked as many
tears as he did cheers after
being lavished with gifts fit for
a king on "Willie Mays Night."
'Old teammates, old rivals,
friends and the hierarchy of
sports and politics turned out to
pay tribute to the weary, ailing
old warrior who said he lacks
the strength and desire to go
on.
"You don't know what's going on inside me tonight,"
Mays said in a choked voice,
wiping wetness from his eyes.
"If you knew how I felt in my
heart to hear you cheer and
know I can't do anything about
it ...
"It is a sad time for me."
Handkerchiefs—men's and
women's—fluttered in the
stands. The emotion lapped
over to the visiting athletes.
There was hardly a dry eye- in
the house.
Willie apologized to the fans
and to the Montreal Expos for
delaying so important a game,
one affecting the National
league pennant race, and
thanked those who were responsible for keepng him around
although he batted only .211.
"It proves I was loved all
over the world," he said.

Officers Elected
At N.C. Pep Club
The Pep Club of New Concord
Elementary School elected
officers at the first meeting of
the new school year.
Officers are Danny Kingins,
president; Kenneth McCuiston,
vice-president; Debbra Srnith,
secretary; Mitzi Reddick,
treasurer; Christopher Taylor,
reporter.
Members of the pep committee are Tammie Smotherman, Laura Shelton,. Ginger
Story, and Theresa Outland.
Truman
Anderson
is
supervisor of the Student
Patrol. William Schlinder,
Brian Cook, Paul Von Schoech,
Melissa Brinkley, Carole
Winchester, and Roger Johnson
are members of the financial
committee.
The club has sold cushions
and has $300.00 in the fund for
this year.

Middle School Tigers
Drop Two Grid Games
By CLAUDE JOHNSON
Ledger & Times Guest Writer
The Murray Middle School
Tigers opened their season last
night by losing a pair of games
at Mayfield.
In the seventh grade game,
Mayfield's first touchdown was
scored on a run.
Mayfield went on to win the
game 14-0.
The only touchdown in the
game for the Tigers was.
n ified—because of a penalty.
Both ballclubs played an

excellent game in their first
outings of the season
In the eighth grade game,
Mayfield took a 22-0 win over
the Middle School Tigers.
The eighth grade Tigers will
be playing at home on October
11 against Marshall County.
The seventh grade team will
play its last game of the season
on October 18 with a return
match with Mayfield.
All of the Middle School
gsmes are played at Holland
Stadium.

Tigers At Bowling Green
For 7:30 • . Game Friday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Friday night will mark the
halfway point in the football
season for the Murray High
Tigers.
Murray High coach John Hine
couldn't think of a better way to
end his first half season by
winning on the road at Bowling
Green.
A win would give the Tigers a
3-1-1 record but more importantly, it could serve
a
great inspiration which could
push the team over the hump.
The Tigers have played
three Class A games and
have won two and tied one.
By defeating Trigg County,
Russellville and Fort Campbell
in that order, the Tigers could
clinch the Class A district title
and possibly find themselves in
Lexington for the state tournament.
And with defending state
champion Trigg County on the
agenda next Friday night at
Holland Stadium,the game with
Bowling Green is even more
important.
A loss to the Class AA Purples
from Bowling Green wouldn't
harm the Tigers' chances of
winning the Class A title.
But it would be much easier to
go into that game a week from
Friday on a two game winning
streak, rather than trying to
come off of a loss at Bowling
Green_
Last week the Tigers
were far from impressive
In a 32-14 Will over Fulton
City.
And had it not been for
several timely interceptions,
the game could have well been
turned around.
"Overall, we felt like we had
a mental letdown last week, and
that's not taking anything away
from Fulton," Coach Hine said.
'e're not blaming the kids
for IC
"It just seemed like instead of
really going after people, we
just played as hard as we had
to.
Dean Lanning, Tony
Boone, and Doug Shelton
were cited by the coaching
staff for their performances on defense.

"We felt that these three
people played
exceptionally
good ball," Hina said.
On the offensive line, Larry
Lovett was cited for his play.
"Overall, I'd say that we were
rather disappoiuted with our
offensive line," Hina said.
In the backfield, quarterback
Wes Furgerson was cited for his
efforts on the ground.
"He did a good job on the
keepers but we felt that the
passing wasn't as capable as it
should have been.
"As far as our running
game is concerned, we
were disappointed. Every
time we had a sustained
drive going, it seemed like
we would come up with a
big mistake of some kind.
In the statistical department
last week, the Tigers gained 144
yards on the ground and 54 in
the air for a total of 198 while
Fulton drove for 85 yards and
had 88 in passing for total of 173.
Furgerson was the leading
ground gainer for Murray High
as he picked up 89 yards.
In the defensive department,
unofficial stats showed Steve
Porter the leading tackler with
13.
Brad Barnett had nine
tackles, Tony Boone seven, Cliff
Dibble six, Doug Shelton five,
Tony Thomspon five, Alan
Lemons five and Dean Lanning
five.
What type of ballclub is
Bowling Green?
The Purples will run from an
"I" formation and the bulk of
their offense will come from the
running game.
In comparison to other
Bowling Green teams over
the past few seasons, this
year's team is described
as having average size but
smaller than recent
Bowling Green teams.
Last week, the Purples
defeated Caldwell County 12-8
to gain their third win in fouP
contests.
The only loss was a 19-0
setback to Nashville Stratford,
a game in which Stratford more
or less decided how much they
would win by.
The other wins were over
Glasgow and Christian County.

The win over Christian
County was a 12-6 game.
And according to the films of
that game, the Tigers and
Christian County run the same
type of offense.
And for those who are
interested in comparative
scores, Christian County
walloped Mayfield last
week 33-0, the same
Cardinal club that handed
Murray High a 21-12
setback.
Bobby Henry, a junior
quarterback who moved up
from the junior varsity club,
will call the signals for the
Purples.

sophomore Jimmy Taylor will
alternate at the tailback
position.
Murrell has scored a touchdown this season while Taylor
has scored two. Both are
described as having excellent
speed.
The fullback spot will be
occupied by Johnny Driskill, a
6-0, 175-pound junior.
Three
seniors,
Steve
Robertson, Kent Kirby and
Ricky Brinkley will be playing
in the two wide receiver
positions.
All fans are urged to note the
start of the game.

Henry rushed last week for
The game will begin at
two touchdowns, his first and
7:30 p.m.
second TD's of the season.
Admission is $1.50 for adults
Senior Anthony Murrell and and one dollar for students.

By ERIC PREWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND( AP) — The word
upset hasn't been used yet by
the Oakland Raiders to desdribe their 12-7 victory over the
Super Bowl champion Miami
Dolphins.
"So what? We only beat an
expansion team," Raiders
middle linebacker Dan Conners
went so far to say after Sun-

held in check. Csonka gained 47
yards and lost a fumble, Kfick
gained 10 yards on
carries.
Irons was probably
most
spectacular player on the field
Sunday, participating in 12
tackles and knocking down several passes.
"I don't think I ever played
better," Irons admitted. "But
the whole team was up."
,.4nar.11,1olux/oladde.a.mi,•1
sented the game ball after the
victory and told his players, "I
with I had 40 of these to give
you."
The Raiders made the playoffs for the sixth time in seven
years last season and hoped to
play Miami in the American
Football Conference title game.
But the famous crazy-bounce
Pittsburgh pass went for a
touchdown and gave the Steelens a last-minute victory over
Oakland in a playoff opener_
"The Dolphins are great.
They won the Super Bowl and
they went undefeated, but they
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By KEN RAP
Associated Press
The New York I
upper hand in
League East and
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delphia Phillies,
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By ED Sill
Associated Press
ATLANTA 1AP
feel I have a cl
Hank AarotilI t/
two homers in fon
Those are the n
remaining for th,
Atlanta Braves' s
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lifetime record
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season.
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Saturday night
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Braves 5-1.
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can be one of the
the National Lea:
said.
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night, yielding on
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home an unearned
Aaron bounced
HERE'S WHAT' WE'RE GONNA DO, TOM—Murray State
quarterbackrom Paesiolfi takes a break while diu defense is on
duty and receives his instructions for operating the Racers' next
drive. Pandolfi connected in the game for 158 yards as the Racers
edged Tennessee Tech 18-17.

•

MILL INVENTORY SALE!
WE BOUGHT OUT AN ENTIRE MILL
FOR THIS GIANT FABRIC SALE!
Prices Good Through Tuesday, October 2nd

They're Not Calling
Raiders Win An Upset

I3Ut the 8-year-old Miami
team had won 18 straight
games, tying a National Football League record. Raiders
Coach John Madden admitted
the Dolpins "had proved they
are something very special."
It took an extraordinary deNEW ORLEANS(API — The fensive effort to beat
the DolNew Orleans Saints traded phins, and Oakland
linebackers
their leading wide receiver Conners, Gerald Irons
and Phil
Danny Abramowicz to the San Villapiano were
selected TuesFrancisco 49ers Tuesday for day ,as The Associated
Press
undisclosed draft choices.
Defensive Players of the Week
Abramowicz was one of the in the NFL.
original Saints when the Na"It was brutal," said Miami
tional Football League awarded fullback Larry
Csonka of the
a franchise in 1967. Although (of- jerj
‘'eritittiMto
ea only 195 alds.:---(sk don't Irons. "A lot of -people on this
Abramowicz became thd top think the scor&
indicatedow team believe that they'dpm catcher in the Saints seti- one-sided (Fils
gotten there if we had a chance
game was."
--.1.--CsouLl- and Jaaa-V•iick we's
• play.thew
seasorr

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) —
John Vaught has returned as
head football coach at Mississippi after the abrupt dismissal of Billy Kinard.
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Associated Press
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SALE
K-F
Back By I
Dem;

•100% prii , •
• Ert..,..:terlt•rwlow
•1st quality, 60- wide on bolts
•Spectacular selection, great colors
•Crepes, fancies, menswear patterns, gingham
checks, coordinates, plaids, houndstooth checks.
•Easy to keep machine wash, tumble dry, never iron
•Ouolify you won't find anywhere else at this low,low
price'
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Boots Randolph Golf
Tourney Dates Set

Amazing Mets Move Closer To
Clinching Eastern Division
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The New York Mets hold the
upper hand in the National
League East and are prepared
to deal their aces in the remaining games of high stakes.

2,1 decision over the Montreal
Expos Tuesday night while the
Phillies defeated the Pirates by
the same score.

Tonight, the Mets will pitch
right-handed star Tom Seaver
against Montreal in the windup
"The Met pitching is coming of their series at Shea Stadium.
on strong now," says Manager
"The Pittsburgh club definiteDanny Ozark of the Philaly has the bats and good dedelphia Phillies, assessing the
fense but I know (Manager)
wild pennant shuffle. "And
Danny Murtaugh is pressing for
pitching is very important in
pitching," said Ozark. "They
the stretch."
may be a little weak as far as
The front-running Mets putting a starting pitcher out
strengthened their lead to lks there."
games over Pittsburgh with a
"We're going to have to go

with what we have," said Murlaugh, who'll have to go with
rookie Jim McKees against the
Phillies tonight.
Still, Pirate center fielder Al
Oliver wasn't discouraged over
the situation.
"We've never been down on
ourselves, even when things
were really going bad," said
Oliver. "No one likes to lose,
but the next day you have to
snap back, and that's what we
will do."
In the other National League
games, the Los Angeles Dodgers beat the Atlanta Braves 51;
the Cincinnati Reds nipped the

San Diego Padres 3-2; the
Houston Astros stopped the San
Francisco Giants 5-1 and the
Chicago Cubs nudged the St.
Louis Cardinals 4-3.
Cleon Jones slugged a tiebreaking home run in the sixth
inning and made a game-saving
catch in the seventh to pace the
Set success.
Mlles 2, Pirates 1
Mike Anderson and Bill Robinson clouted home runs to
back the five-hit pitching of
Steve Carlton in Philadelphia's
2-1 victory over Pittsburgh.,
Dodgers 5, Braves 1
Don Sutton fired a four-hitter
to pace Los Angeles over Atlanta 5-1. Ron Cey hit a threerun homer for the Dodgers.
Reds 3, Padres 2
Cesar Geronimo and Denis
Menke cracked successive doubles to drive in two runs and
Jack Billingham limited San
Diego to five hits as Cincinnati
downed the Padres 3-2.
"I like Hank personally and
Astros 5, Giants 1
Tom Griffin fired a three-hitrespect his ability," Sutton
said. "But I wouldn't lay it in ter and Bob Watson knocked in
there for my brother. I'm not two runs with a homer and
going to lay it in there for him. single to pace Houston over San
But you don't have to lay it in Francisco 5-1.
there for him. Hank Aaron's
Cabs 4, Cardinals 3
gonna break the record."
Jose Cardenal's two-run
What about a spitter to Aa- double in the ninth highlighted
three-run rally that powered
ron?
"The thought ran through my Chicago past St. Louis 4-3._
mind," Sutton said, "but I
didn't."

Aaron Says He Feels
He Still Has A Chance
By ED SHEARER
Associated Press Sports Writer
ATLANTA I AP) — "I still
feel I have a chance," says
Hank Aaron. "I think I can hit
two homers in four games."
Those are the magic figures
remaining for the 39eyear-old
Atlanta Braves' star as he attempts to equal Babe Ruth's
lifetime record of 714 home'
runs before the end of the 1973
season.
Aaron, who belted No. 712
Saturday night at Houston,
went hitless in four trips
against Los Angeles right-hander Don Sutton Tuesday night as
the Dodgers whipped the
Braves 5-1.
"When Sutton has control, he
can be one of the toughest in
the National League," Aaron
said.
Sutton had it all Tuesday
night, yielding only four hits
and losing his shutout in the
eighth inning on a sacrifice fly
by Marty Perez that chased
home an unearned run.
Aaron bounced out twice,

fouled out once and brought the
crowd of 10,211 to its feet in the
seventh with a long drive to
dead center, speared by Willie
Davis on the warning track.
"I thought he had it," Sutton
said. "I thought it was gone. It
really jumped. I was getting
ready to tell people how I felt.
And, he hit a good pitch."
Aaron said he didn't think it
was out "because I didn't follow through on it."
Sutton gave Aaron a tantalizingly slow pitch in the
fourth inning which Hammerin'
Hank took for a bell.
"I haven't seen It before, I
don't know what it was and I
don't particularly like it," said
Dodger Manager Walt Alston;•
Sutton called it a "slop drop"
pitch, saying, "I try to mess
with Henry's mind as much as
I can because he darn sure
messes with mine. I try to give
him something he's never seen
before every time I face him."
Soneerie asked Sutton if he
might not be accused of laying
it up there for Aaron.

Gordie Howe Proves
He Can Still Do It
By FRANK BROWN
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
question had been asked from
the moment Gordie Howe decided to end a two-year retirement and sign a contract with
the World Hockey Association
Houston Aeros: "Can the old
man still perform as he did in
the National Hockey League?"
It took Howe exactly 21 seconds to provide an answer.
Taking a pass from his 18year-old son Mark, the 46-year.
old Howe rifled his first shot
past New England Whalers
goaltender Bill Berglund Tuesday night and scored the only
goal in Housten's 1-0 victory
over the Whalers in the third
period of an unusual hockey exhibition.
The Aeros, Whalers, Winnipeg Jets and New York Golden
Blades played one. 15-minute
period against each other at
Madison Square Garden before

Back By Popular
Demand
Regular
-Dinner.

3 Pieces Chicken
Potatoes & Gravy
v Cole Slaw
v Rolls
Reg.
$ 1.70 $ 1 39
- Thursday Only

Kentucky fried
Ckicken.
tits eyeatefore
iss:ragA

—

a crowd of 7,092.
But it was not the spectacle
of the four-team event, or even
the appearance of hockey's
"Golden Jet" Bobby Hull that
touched the crowd as did the
comeback performance of the
greatest goal scorer in the
sport's history.
Apparently unaffected by the
long layoff since his retirement
from the NHL Detroit Red
Wings in 1971, Howe skated
smoothly—as always—handled
the puck easily, and did what
he does best, score, to the enjoyment of the Garden crowd.
"It's lots of fun to be back in
the game," he said after his
goal had won the mini-game for
Houston. "I'd like to keep going
the way I played."
The way he played was only
slightly slower than the style
that amassed 786 regular season goals and countless scoring
records with the Red Wings,
and the crowd loved it. They
cheered every time Howe
touched the puck, and erupted
when Howe scored.

KENTI( KY

The first annual Boots
Randolph
Amateur-Celebrity
Invitational Golf Tournament is
scheduled October 5-7 at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park at
Cadiz, Kentucky.
The three-day event is to be
on the Boots Randolph
Championship
Course,
dedicated last October. Randolph, internationally famed
saxophonist best known for his
recording of "Yakety-Sax,"
was born in Paducah and spent
his childhood in Cadiz.
The field is expected to be
dotted with renowned names
from the entertainment industry. Chet Atkins, Floyd
Cramer, Ray Stevens, George
Lindsay (Goober) Jethro Buns,
Archie Campbell, Ronnie
Prophet and, of course, Boots
Randolph, are among the entries, in addition to amateur
golfers from Tennessee and
Kentucky.
Friday, Oct. 5, will be
reserved for practice rounds,the actual competition beginning Saturday and concluding
Sunday (18 holes each day).
Impromptu entertainment by
performers from Nashville is
scheduled for tournament
participants Friday
and
Saturday nights.

Handed Suspension
TORONTO 1AP) — Reg
Bechtold, who scored 40 goals
for Tulsa last year, was suspended by the Toronto Maple
Leafs Tuesday for walking out
of training camp.
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Rookie Jim Fuller Slams Two
Homers In Orioles' Victory
• By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
The rich get rich and the
poor ... well, the poor lose ball
games.
Baltimore's talent-laden Orioles, marking time until baseball's American League playoffs, rested a regular and inserted rookie Jim Fuller in
their lineup Tuesday night. The
results, like the Orioles, were
impressive.
Fuller, who led the International League with 39 homers
this year, tagged a pair in Baltimore's 8-3 victory over Detroit.

Fuller and Rich Coggins had
a pair of two-run homers in the
first inning as Baltimore gaoged up on Tiger starter Jim Perry, knocking him out before he
could retire a batter.
Twins 9, A's
Tony Oliva drove in five runs
with a homer and a double,
leading Minnesota to a 9-4 victory over Oakland's West Division champions. Oliva's secondinning double off Chuck Dobson
was good for two runs and he
tagged a three-run homer in
the fifth against reliever Darold
Knowles.
Red Sox 3, Indians 2
Boston moved twu games
Elsewhere in the American
League Tuesday night, Min- ahead of Detroit in the battle
nesota whipped Oakland 9-4, for second place in the AL East
Boston nipped Cleveland 3-2, by defeating Cleveland 3-2. The
Milwaukee went 13 innings to Red Sox won it on designated
defeat the Yankees 3-2, Kansas hitter Orlando Cepeda's threeCity downed Chicago 6-2 and run homer in the first inning.
Texas defeated California 4-1.
Brewers 3, Yankees 2
Fuller has had an interesting
Pedro Garcia drove in MilSeptember trial with the East waukee's
deciding run with a
Division champion Orioles. 13th inning
single that defeated
Tuesday's game was typical. New York
3-2. The Yankees
He homered twice and struck had come
from behind, scoring
out three times. In 13 at bats single
runs in the eighth and
with the Birds, the young slug- ninth
innings to tie it.
ger has accumulated nine
Royals 4, White Sox 2
strikeouts.
Hal McRae drove in three
"He does what Ruth and
Mantle did," said Baltimore Kansas City runs, helping the
Manager Earl Weaver. "He Royals to a 6-2 victory over the
strikes out a lot or he hits Chicago White Sox. McRae singled home a run in the first inhome runs."
That's nice company for a ning and delivered two more in
the seventh. Jim Wohlford
rookie.

scored three of the Royals
runs
Rangers 4, Angels 1
Jim Spencer's 10th inning
single drove in two runs to
break a tie and helped Texas
defeat California 4-1. The
Rangers beat Bill Singer, who
was bidding for his 20th victory
of the season.

Spiceland Elected
President Of Club
Bobby Spiceland was elected
resident
of
the
New
ovidence Riding Club for the
coming year at the dinner
meeting held Monday at the
Bull Durham Restaurant near
Paris Landing State Park.
Other officers elected were
Earl Wilson, vice-president;
Miss Kathy Todd, secretary;
Mrs. Danny (Kay) Bazzell,
treasurer.
The club presented plaques of
appreciation to the outgoing
president, Danny Etazzell and
to the treasurer, Mrs. Balza,
for their services during the
past year.
Club officials said two large
successful horse shows were
held during the past year and
the club is looking forward to
another successful year in 197374.

At Taylor Motors, Inc.

Hey,have we
got a show for you!

Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.S.
Baltimore
94 62 .603 —
Boston
85 72 .541 9/
1
2
Detroit
83 74 129 111
/
2
New York
77 SO .490 17/
1
2
Milwaukee
73 83 .14821
Cleveland
" .433 Mut
West' Oakland
92
.51112
Kansas C,tv
Sd 71
5,
Minnesota
191$
12/
1
2
California
75 42 .478
Chicago
75 82 .474 1
Texas
SS 103 .348 37
Tuesday's Games
Boston 3, Cleveland 2
Baltimore 8, Detroit 3
Milwaukee 3, New York 2, 13
innings
Kansas City 6, Chicago 2
Minnesota 9, Oakland 4
Texas 4, California 1, 10 in
nings
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Lee 17 10) at Cleveland
(Perry 18 19)
Detroit (Lolich 16 14) at Rai
timore (Hood 221. N
New York (McDowell 5-7) at
Milwaukee (Colborn 19-11), N
Kansas City (SPlittortf 19-11)
at Chicago (B.ahnsen 18201, N
Minnesota (Ellyleven (9 16) at
Oakland (Hunter 21 4), N
Texas (Siebert 7 121 at Cali
fornia (May 7 16), N
Thursday's Games
Detroit at Baltimore
New York at Milwaukee N
Kansas City at Chicago N
Minnesota at California. N
OnlY games scheduled
National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.S.
New YOrk- •'IC 77 .- 310- —
Pittsburgh
78 78 .500 11
/
2
76 80 .487 3/
Chicago
1
2
St Louis
76 81 .484 1
Montreal
76 82 .441 4/
1
2
Philadelphia
70 87 .446 10
West
Cincinnati
98 60 .620 —
LOS Angeles
92 66 .582 6
San
Francisco 86 72 5.4.4 12
Houston
80 79- .503 18'?
Atlanta
75 83 .475 23
San Diego
58 100 .367 40
Tuesday's Games
New York 2, Montreal 1
Philadelphia 2, Pittsburgh 1
Los Angeles 5, Atlanta 1
Cincinnati 3, San Diego 2
Houston 5, San Francisco 1
Chicago 4. St, LOuis 3
Wednesday's Games
Montreal (Moore
7 161
it
New York (Seaver to 10):
Philadelphia (Lortbeirg 13 14)
at Pittsburgh (McKee 0-0), N
Los Angeles (Downing 99) at
Atlanta (Schueler II 7), N
San Diego (Jones 561 at On
cinnati (Gullet? 188), N
Chicago (Hooton 14 141 at St.
Lows (Wise 14 12), N
San Francisco (Marichal 11.
II)at Houston (Roberts 15-11),

"He showed me something.
I'll tell you," said Hull, who did
a fair share of scoring himself
in a long career with the NHL
Chicago Black Hawks.
"And those kids are really
going to be something," Hull
added, speaking of Howe's sorts
Mark and Marty. The trio
made sport history Tuesday
becoming the first father-son group ever to compete
Thursday's Games
coincidentally in' a major
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. 14_
, T..OS Angeles at AtlanTe.:14
leaKue eVerit.
1 Chicago at St Louis, Si
(--.41aeXtiailiik.4.44144,15811141:-: R-44":j, ftarnsavissimmOvissIftrtm
Hull said, "and Marty, with a
little experience, is going to be
Sign For Bout
a super defenseman."
But before their first appearBALTIMORE ( AP) - RankanCe...the.tete .potenlial..supering&avYweights Larry Middlestars were awfully nervous.
"I felt like a chicken with his ton of Baltimore and Ronnie
head cut off, the way I was Lyle of Denver have signed for
running around," said Mark, a 10-round bout in Baltimore's
the left-wing on his father's Civic Center on Oct. 31, promoter Eli Hanover annbunced
line.
"I first gof nervous when I Tuesday.
stepped out on the ice," said
Lyle, !be sixth-ranking coo
Marty, one year Mark's senior tender, scored a third round
at 19 years of age.
knockout over Middleton, the
When the puck was dropped, No. 10 contender, in a bout at
however...,- the-youths- acted-as- Pulver last Detember.
though they'd been through the
_Middleton hasre.tfoughtsince,
prn• tracker ware, performing
but
Lyle has been extremely
solidly -as—the Aeros beat %j...
ice lad is scheduled to fight
Whalers, then ,the Golden
1311der tIrtstfare -tytng Harr-Jurgen Blin- et- Geemany_ •
Denver on Oct. 4.
Jets 1-1.

Introducing
the new'74
Plymouths.

'74 Plymouth Fury
Orin Sedan

You want to see a show
you can take home with you?
Come on in, we'll show you
new Plymouths like you ve never
seen before. Newly styled Furys,
mid-size Satellites economy
Dusters.

We'll show
you cars that run on regular
gas Cars with electronic ignition Cars with a heritage of
great engineering

CHRYSLER
74 Plymouth Satellite Sebring-Plus
2-Door Hardtop

Plymouth-

'74 Plymouth Valiant
4 - Door Sedan

'mon in!
e 0111!new
ymouths.
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'Hunter Safety Courses Planned By Department

Little Bit Of Everything Gone

Your Individual Horoscope

KeNirveley

By Dave McBride
supper is placed on the table?
Frankfort, Ky -The director of the Division of in the course will take an exam be filled out and returned no
Ohio County Times
What's it like when doors are Department
of Fish and Conservation Education and at the end of the session. Upon later than September 21st
Frances Drake
What's it like when there are not slammed when tools are
The clinic for the Greater
Division on Con- coordinator of Kentucky's successful completion of the.
no more trucks, cars, and toys not...lost...and when television Wildlife's
servation Education will con- Hunter
exam, the participants will Louisville area will be held on
Safety.
scattered
around
house?
the
cartoons are not watched?
FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2'7, 1973
duct three of N.R.A. Hunter
The training workshops will receive certificates of par- Saturday, October 20th at the
What's it like when little shoes
What's it like when there are
Safety Instructor training be held at Camp John W. Currie ticipation, Hunter Safety In- Jefferson Gun Club, Bullitt
become
big
and
shoes
walk
an
no
rings
in
the tub and the towel
Look in the section in which on credit or impulse buying
entirely different life pattern? no longer looks like soap never courses the latter part of on Kentucky Lake, Camp Earl structor cards and brassards. County, Brooks, Kentucky , on
your birthday comes and find now, you'll regret it later.
September and one will be Wallace on Lake Cumberland, Those who pass the exam will Old South Park Road, to certify
What's it like when a kiss touched the body?
what your outlook is, according
held in October. Those who and Camp Robert C. Webb on be qualified to train new hunter instructors arid those wishing to
from
mom
dad
considered
or
is
SAGITTARIU
S
What's
it
to the stars.
like when loving
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
childish by off-spring who no memories try but fail to re- successfully complete the Grayson Reservoir in Carter safety instructors and conduct secure Hunter Safety Cards to
hunter safety programs for qualify as safe hunters. These
Like Scorpio, you, too, should longer like to be considered create the beauty of the past? course will become "teachers of County.
ARIES
teachers." That is, they will
Gilpin notes that the all-day sportsmen, civic and youth cards are necessary for those
watch your wallet. Not only children?
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
What's it like when the cookie qualify to teach the practice of program is open
going out West to hunt this fall
to all in- groups.
You should have fairly clear may you feel reckless, finanjar is empty and peanut butter safe gun use
What's
it
parent's
like
a
when
Those interested in attending because several western states
in all hunter terested adults over 21 years of
cially,
but
there
are
some
who
sailing- especially in carefully
organized ventures. Direct your would take advantage of your protectiveness no longer is stays on the grocery shelf? - safety programs and to other age. There is no charge for the the workshop should write for require hunters to pass a
What's it like when the baby adults who will in turn become workshop, except for
appreciated...or even wanted.
application forms to James Hunter Safety Test before they
innate aggressivenss toward innate generosity.
lunch.
What's it like not seeing jam boy goes off to war or when the instructors.
worthwhile
accomplishment. CAPRICORN
The instructor training course Gilpin, Director of Conservation can purchase hunting licenses.
spread across a young face or baby girl walks up the aisle to a
The course will be held at will feature demonstrations in Education, Department of Fish This clinic will be held from 9:30
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
TAURUS
mud oozing from between little new way of life?
three
locations around the state safe gun use, courses in hunter and Wildlife Resources, Capital a.m. to 3 p.m., and additional
will
Good
built
up
in
the past
t Apr. 21 to May 21)
I ask these questions and I on Saturday, September 29th, safety,
toes?
and firing and testing of Plaza, Frankfort, Kentucky information will be available
The importance you attach to will prove an invaluable asset
What's it like when problems really don't want the answers. according to James Gilpin, various firearms. Participants 40601. Application cards must around the first of October.
some things may have to be now. You gain added status and
shifted to more pertinent importance in several areas. become too great to cure with a
simple kiss or warm hug?
matters, but don't let fear of AQUARRIS
change or plain stubbornness (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
What's it like when the
hamper your efforts.
Your imagination stimulated, tricycle is not left in the
but don't go to extremes in driveway and the rusty wagon,
GEMINI
anything Be especially careful once bright and alive is placed
(May 22 to June 21) UPS7":"
on the social front where you out for the garbage collector?
Good influences. A novel
COULD overtax yourself.
What's it like when the real
twist, a new approach to a
joy of Christmas is gone and
stymied project could spark PISCES
when Easter baskets become
fresh interest, relieve the (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
monotony of details. New gains
An inspiring day for romance something you would like to buy
indicated.
and creative activities. In the but have no use for?
What's it like when there are
latter connection, an avocation
CANCER
Most Items
may prove to have remuner- no childish questions for which
(June 22 to July 23)
there are no real answers?
f,.Aodel 1903-S
Available
You may find it desirable to ative value.
make some changes in your
What's it like when the baby's
Al! Stores'
program now, but be sure the
YOU BORN TODAY: Librans room no longer looks like a
alterations you make ARE an are extremely versatile in- baby's when the things of the
improvement.
dividuals, endowed with a great baby are gone.
What's it like to look through
love of beauty and a natural
LEO
iJuly 24 to Aug. 23) II2Q;Z ability to create things which a family album and wish for
Do not anticipate difficulties, fulfill this side of themselves just a few minutes of the time
but be prepared to forestall and bring great pleasure to never to be again?
Reg. 48.88
them. Continuing good solar others. They are also fond of
What's it like without the
Prices In
influences encourage your intellectual pursuits and are
wide-eyed excitement of a little
This automatic 22 carbine has the action you
This Ad
finest efforts.
moat content in work which boy or the simple beauty of a
want, shoots the cartridges you want . . . 21
Good
7
VIRGO
permits them to profitably little girl'
shorts, 17 longs or 15 long rifle. Barrel band,
Sunday And
What's it like to learn that
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
employ the mind. Many et those
sling swivels, handsomely shaped hardwo
Monday Only!
Not all you look at will be as born on this date have deeply worrying over the little ones is
tOck. Comes with four-power weaver sc0
you see it. Ask someone else religious and philosophical only a slight taste of what is to
what he thinks of matters and feelings and these are often come?
you will view a whole new expressed in their writings and
What's it like not having to
picture.
art. Traits to curb: Moodiness search the neighborhood when
Reg. 34.44
and hypersensitivity. Birthdate
LIBRA
of: St. Alfonso cla Ligouri,
Celery salt is a powdered
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A Rossi shotgun with an exciting look
scholar, theologian.
form of dried fresh celery
A stimulating day, but don't
mixed with salt. Try adding it
and outstanOing features that will make
•
•
•
let your enthusiasms cause you
to a cream sauce or a salad
'YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
it ttie talk of hunters everywhere. Desto take on more than you can
FOR 1173 Per a personal 140 page
dressing.
forecast on heetfh, wealth, bye aNcl
tined to win a reputation for rugged
handle. Easy does it!
marriage. sane $1 00 plus n cents on
durability, all-around utility and longcoin tor postage ONO Oulingimg to
Quality brown leather
Processed cheddar cheese
Horoscope Book Deportment boa in.
SCORPIO
lasting workmanship.
OtO Chelsea Siphon, New York, N
boots with leather linhas
indisputable
one
virtue:
it
4011, rr•entioning this fiewspaper
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
ing. Fully insulated.
mixes smoothly into a hot
Print your NAME. AOORESS with
Curb inclinations toward
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH ltotwsure
sauce and melts smoothly in a
Oil-resistant lug soles
you gee fhe right forecast for yam
extravagance. If you overspend
casserole dish.
MONK 1114p)
guaranteed for 6 months.
Sizes 61/2 to 12.
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NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR_LAY-MILAY
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A fantastic price on this 22
scope! Buy today for your
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WD-40 offers the four functions
of preventing rust, penetration,
lubrication and water displacement. Harmless to rubber,
paint and will not congeal in
cold climates.
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COLEMAN STOVE
New super stove
with UL approved
regulator
that
snaps on propane
bottle and valve

sev„.0106

12"

11111•11
Nem steilterspeetaints to answer yaw awry fabric end owing midi
. TRIMS
• NOT4OOLS
• PATTERNS
—
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Central Candler . OPEN MONDAY THRL: FRIDAY
- 111 IMF. to p.m. Murray, Kentucky
SATURDAY ta a.m. M 5:30 p.m.

Reg. 2.97

Heavy-guage steel frame, clear
plastic drawers, easy-grip handles, plastic feet for stacking.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Tan
horsehide-grain
vinyl cover with twin,
cradle
type
handle.
Full
zipper closure
with extended easypull tab.

Model 220F

.81461Dp,

4
%9'81
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i 111
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Reg. 7.77

66
Coleman
-FUEL

..--kor--- r---,,

1,00—,..tts" 0,00,•

7 or 15
DRAWER CABINETS

Model
475E

90

0,f,'

Os°

Imported cherry
wood three gun
rack in easiliassemblect&L.

Blacksheep
GUN CASE

Reg. 1.66

Reg. 9.88

wtoo'r

New checkered walnut finished stock
quality built for a life time! Reservoir
holds over 180 BB's. Sights adjustable for windage and elevation. Shoots
.177 Super Pell. Heavy duty, solid
steel
barrel. Positive cross-bolt
safety. Over 500 feet per second
attainable muzzle velocity.

Nod*/ D0

so

,

Polished aluminum horseshoes
trimmed with latigo leather.
Mounts on gun case or direct
to wall.

goal

Air Has
Changed
Not Luni

The human lung
changed for thousand
But the air it must hi
changed. Drastica
result is a crisis (
survival.
"Our lungs were nc.
and cannot withstand
that are being sucked
every day," says D
Green of the
Thoracic Society, tht
section of the Ameni
Association. Accordit
Green, a healthy luni
assaulted by, cigarel
and air pollution.
tw4ours-kill 90 perc
glMs and bacteria t
this lungs. But cigare
and pollution wer
defenses of the lungs.
of a heavy smoker,
says, require 24 timer
destroy the invaders
There is no eviden(
lung itself is adapti:
assaults upon it. Gene
on generations of fan
highly polluted cou
dicate that man is or
stronger lungs to (
smoking and pollutior
the human lung is beit
"We will have to bu
type of immunology-i
shot for the lung-so t
hold up under what is I
to it," Dr. Green say
Studies now sh
pollution in Tok
Yokohama is, bj
producting a form of
astham. And cigaretti
is the chief cause of
lung disease. In oni
smoke, there are 500
kinds of solid partick
different types of gar.
can even identify font
and cyanide in the res
find in a smoker's lu
Dr. Green.
..,..Your
Kentucky
Asociation is workin
help your lungs las
trying to convince you
not to start smoking a
all Kentuckians strive
the air cleaner inside
Contact them to find
you can help. It's a
life and breath.
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Coleman fuel for lanterns,
camp stoves, catalytic heaters. Blended to give trouble
free operation.

Bel Air Shopping Center
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
• Acres of Free Parking Equal Opportunity thiployer

Coleman
tANTERN"

12"

olernart,,

Light all night for just
pennies!
So bright you could read
even
small type. Rugged two
-mantle
lantern,

FAMILY DIN?
Meat Loaf Parsnip
Spinach
Fruit Compote
PARSNIP CASSE
Using a fdod mill
the fibrous centers w
parsnips have
2 pounds parsnips
Salt •
6 tablespoons butter.
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1/2 cup soft fresh bre
2 tablespoons butter.
Scrub parsnips: c
off each end; peel ar
Cook. covered, in
hots
water until very tenc
IS minutes Drain ar
—xrrips-thristigh-a-kmal
soft butter, salt to
nutmeg: whip or
Turn into a butter
round glass casseroli
2 1/2 inches or simi
Toss crumbs in Met
s- piankle over parsni
Bake in a preheated
oven until hot a'
about - 3
browned
Makes
.
. 4 to 6 serving
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Air Has
Changed
Not Lungs
U

The human lung has not
changed for thousands of years.
But the air it must breathe has
changed. Drastically. The
result is a crisis of human
survival.
Our lungs were not built for
and cannot withstand the things
that are being sucked into them
every day," says Dr. Gareth
Green of the American
-,.,.Thoracic Society, the medical
section of the American Lung
Association. According to Dr.
Green, a healthy lung, one not
assaulted by, cigarette smoke
and air pollution, can-within
twours-kill,90 percent of the
gegffis and .bacteria thit attack
the.lungs. But cigarette smoke
and pollution weaken the
defnses of the lungs. The lungs
of a heavy smoker, Dr. Green
says, require 24 times longer to
destroy the invaders in the air.
There is no evidence that the
lung itself is adapting to the
assaults upon it. Genetic studies
on generations of families in
highly polluted countries indicate that man is not building
stronger lungs to cope with
smoking and pollution. Instead,
the human lung is being eroded.
"We will have to build a new
type of immunology-perhaps a
shot for the lung-so that it can
hold up under what is happening
to it," Dr. Green says.
Studies now show that
pollution in Tokyo and
Yokohama is, by itself,
producting a form of crippling
astham. And cigarette smoking
is the chief cause of long-term
lung disease. In one puff of
smoke, there are 500 different
kinds of solid particles and 250
different types of gases. You
can even identify formaldehyde
and cyanide in the residuals we
find in a smoker's lung," says
Dr. Green.
Your
Kentucky
Lung&.sociation is working hard to
help your lungs last longertrying to convince young people
not to start smoking arid to help
all Kentuckians strive to make
the air cleaner inside and out.
Contact them to find out how
you can help. It's a matter of
life and breath.

COOKING
IS FUN

Dixie Fresh
Grade A Med.

EGGS

SUPER VALUE
Brown 'N Serve

ROLLS

Red Tokay

Grapes
Sun-Kist

FAMILY DINNER
Meat Loaf Parsnip Casserole
Rolls
Spinach
Beverage
Fruit Compote
PARSNIP CASSEROLE
Using a fdod mill eliminates
the fibrous centers which some
parsnips have
2 pounds parsnips
6 tablespoons butter. soft
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1/2 cup soft fresh bread crumbs
2 tablespoons butter. Melted
Scrub parsnips; cut a slice
off each end; peel and quarter.
Cook. covered, in boiling salted
water until very tender — 10 to
111 minutes. Drain and put par-smprthreugh-a4ou4-m4l--Add
soft butter, salt to taste and
nutmeg, whip or beat well.
Turn into a buttered I-quart
round glass casserole (6 1/.2 by
2 1/2 inches)or aimilar utensil.
Toss crumbs in Melted. butter;
spuiokle over pa rsnip'mixture.
Bake in a prcheated.:175-degree
oven until hot and lightly
browned -- about 30 minutes.
Make,4 to 6 servings.

39t

Morton Bake Shop

Apple Danish, Pecan Twist,
Pecan Melt Away

Coffee Cake

e lam
MEATS'
lotebeYM,ad
No. 29n3
NESTEA
ICED TEA MIX
METZGER'S
TASTE TEMPTING

10 pkg. in poly bag

Back By Popular
Demand

Regular
Dinner
Box
v 3 Pieces Chicken
v Potatoes & Gravy
Cole Slaw
v Rolls
Reg.
51.70 $ 1 39
— Thursday Only

ntucki

SAVE
With This Coupon When
YOU
BUY A 14-01. IAR-otINSrANT

PICNICS

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE

2-lb. Bag

ICE MILK
Located In

FrieC„

thicken.
1113 Sycamore
753-7111___

7 a.M.. to 9 p.m.
Ddys'A Wee*

AT

PARKER'S MARKET

rit LEDGE.11 &

The wedding of Mrs. Lula
Mae Daisy /lines of Calvert
City, to Carl Stout of Murray
will be solemnized at 4:00 p.m.
Sunday, September 30, at the
Calvert City Methodist Church.
Rev. W.A. Gerrard, of
Atlanta, Ga., nep.f.w of the
bride-elect will perform the
ceremony.
Mrs. Hines will be attended
by her daughter, Mrs. Judy
Kirkpatrick, Louisville, and Mr.
Stout will be attended by his
son, Dr. Richard Stout, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
cordially invited to attend the
the
following
reception
ceremony at the Calvert Golf
and Country Club.

Mrs. Betty Lowry
..Speaker At Meet
- Of B&PW Club
Business
The
and
Professional Women's Club
held the regular dinner meeting
at the Murray Women's
Clubhouse at 6:30 Thursday
evening, September 20.
Mrs. Betty Lowry was the
guest speaker and talked on the
"Political Concerns" She was
introduced by Mrs. Rubye
Poole.
Mrs. Opal Roberts made her
official visit to the Murray Club
as -District Director and she
spoke on members' responsiblities. She stressed women
must say "yes" in social,
political and economical concerns.
Mrs. Edna Earl Rucker from
Paducah, Assistant District
Director, spoke on "Equal
Rights Arnmendrnent"
The business meeting was
conducted by Mrs. Betty Riley,
president. Reports were given
by the various committees and
guest and new members were
welcomed.
Other guests were Ethel
Stamper, Paducah, Chris
Graham and Virginia Heck.
Members attending were Lela
Parker, Frances Shea, Willina
Hall, Jo Brandon, Thyra
Crawford, Gussie Adams, Betty
Jackson, Marian Adams, Helen
I Basel, Freda Butterworth,
Myrtle
Cayce,
Rebecca
Churchill, Mary Cromwell,.
Laurine Doran,Marjorie Dunn,
Myrtle Farmer, Vivian Hale,
Betty Lou Hill, Laura Jennings,
Helen Basel, Agnes McDaniel
- Annie J. Nance, Katie Outland,
1 Mildred Ragsdale, Betty Riley,
Opal Roberts, Doris Rowland,
Jessie Shoemaker, Rubye Pool,
.Mildred Ragsdale, Doris
.. Warren, Doris Rowland, Madell
., Talent, Lucille Thurman,
Odelle Vance, Betty Vinson,
Myrtle Wall, and Frances
Whitnell.

1

Mrs. Olus McNelis opened her
September
home for the
meeting of the Jessie Ludwick
Circle of the First Presbyterian
Church with the chairman, Mrs.
Hendrickson,
Stanford
7 presiding and leading the
opening prayer.
The devotional reading from
the 23rd chapter of Psalms was
read by Mrs. Vernon Campbell.'
Miss Lalah Dowdy presented
the study of the first chapter of
the book, "Mandates For
Missions," the new material for
the year on the study of various
religions.
The meeting was closed with
benediction.
Mizpah
the
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. McNelis to the nine
members present

FHA Members At
High Schools
Attend Meet

Invites You To Shop In Their

Newly Enlarged Sales Area
v Doughnuts
v Danish Rolls v Breads
v French Pastry
v Cakes v Pies

Finest Quality
Baked Fresh—Daily
6 Grim -6.00 p.m

Blankenship,Circle
Has Regular Meet

Blankenship Circle of the
South.„Pleasant GuavaMethodist Women held its
September meeting at the home
of Mrs. Carolyn Parks with the
president, Mrs. Glenda HW,
presiding.
Bro. A. H. McLeod, pastor of
the church, presented the
program.
Announcements were made of
several meetings concerning
the United Methodist Women.
Refreshments were served to
the nine members and three
guests.
The next meeting will be a
general meeting with the
Cordell.. Erwin Circle on,
tober hei.4he-eistirch.
'The -Blankenship Zircie will
hold its next regular meeting on
November 7at seven p.m. at the
Pion*of Mrs. Donna Jackson.

Current Missions group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. Pauline
Wainscott,401 South 16th Street,
at 7:30 p.m. with Betty Sledd as
guest speaker.

Readers defend
girl's right to ride
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Apropos the 13-year-old Jewish girl who
was chosen to represent her county in a horse show, but
because it fell on the High Holy Days, her parents wouldn't
let her: Now, I am a Jewish grandmother, and I think the
girl should be allowed to ride on the holiday. Loving horses
the way she does, if she is forced to miss this big event,
she will grow to resent or even hate her Jewishness.
Some Jews think that going to the High Holy Day
services makes them good Jews. I disagree.
I think your telling the child that she had no choice but
LILY SELWYN, L.A.
to obey her parents was wrong.
DEAR ABBY: That letter from the 13-year-old Jewish
girl whose parents refused to let her ride in the horse show
because'it fell on the High Holy Days is one I would like to
answer
I understand exactly how that girl feels because I am a
14-year-old Jewish girl who also loves horses.
Since Yom Kippur is the Jewish holiday when Jews are
supposed to fast, why not have the girl tell her parents that
if they let her ride in the horse show on that day she will
promise not to eat anything, and after she finishes with the
show, the rest of the day she will observe the holiday the
way her parents want her to?
ALSO JEWISH
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the Jewish girl whose parents wouldn't let her participate in the horse show on a
Jewish holiday: The girl's resentment should be directed
not to her parents or to the Jewish faith, but to the organization that scheduled the horse show on a Jewish holiday.
Calendars are available to all clubs and organizations
showing the important religious holidays of all minority
groups, so there is no excuse for scheduling an important
event on a day that would conflict with one's religious
observances. Would they have scheduled a horse show on
Easter or Christmas?
With the increasing awareness of the rights of minorities, some progress has been made, but we still have a long
way to go.
A CONSCIENTIOUS CATHOLIC
DEAR ABBY: Both your attitude and that of the girl's
parents burned me up!
The girl obviously is extremely interested and involved
in horses and horse shows. She has had to work very hard
with her horse to be selected to represent her county. This
is her passion, her main joy in life, and what she wants to
devote her energies to.
She is an individual, a complete human being—not the
property of her parents. It would seem that parents should
be glad that their child is involved in such a hard-working
and constructive activity.
Judaism does' not mean that much to the girl now.
Have her own desires and opinions less value because she
Is younger than her parents?
This girl will give more thought and time to religion in •
her own time when she is ready for it. To frustrate the
constructive, joyous energy in her now would be a mistake.
J.D.

Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome
will hold open house in observance of their 50th wedding
anniversary from two to four
p.m. at thier home on Kirksey
Route One near Gob.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dunn of
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will Pompano Beach, Fla., will
meet at the club house at 7:30 celebrate their 50th wedding
p.m. with Dr. Betty Hinton as anniversary with an open houSe
speaker. Hostesses will be at Mt. Carmel United Methodist
Church, north of Kirksey just
Mesdames W. Edward Watson,
off Highway 299, from two to
Buist Scott, John Pasco, five
p.m. All relatives and
Franklin Fitch, and Purdom
friends are invited and
Outland.
requested not to bring gifts.
The Murray Middle School
PTA will meet at seven p.m. in
the school auditorium.
Thursday, September 27
The Magazine Club will meet
at the Calloway County Public
Library at two p.m.
Reservations for the meal for
the Purchase Area 4-H Club
Forum at Brazzelton Junior
High School, Paducah, on
October 6 must be made by
today by calling the Calloway
County Extension Office.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will have its sub-district
meeting at Goshen Church at
seven p.m. with council meeting
at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 29
The WMU of the First Baptist
Church will have a, general
meeting at the chtirch at ten
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon. All women of
the church are invited to attend.
A rummage sale will be held
at the parking lot of St. Leo's
Church, 401 North 12th Street,
from seven a.m. to three p.m.
Various articles will be on sale
in addition to clothing.
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
New Concord PTC, will be held
at the New Providence Riding
Club starting at nine a.m.

Hazel School PTC
Has Supper Meet
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club held a potluck supper at
the school cafeteria on Friday
evening, September 14.
Bro, James Garland of the
Hazel Baptist Church gave the
devotion.
Mrs. Pat Hutson, president,
presided. The first grade, Mrs.
Eupal Underwood, teacher, won
the attendance award.
The Fall Festival will be held
at the school on Saturday,
October 6, at six p.m. with
Mrs. Jane Buchanan as
chairman of arrangements.
A turkey shoot W be held
sometime in October was
discussed.

PIERCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Pierce of
Kirksey Route Two are the
parents of a baby girl, Amanda
Ruth, weighing seven pounds
fourteen ounces, born on
Friday, September 21, at 9:30
p.m. at the Benton Municipal
Hospital.
The father is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Pierce of Kirksey
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Farris of Hardin. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
John E. Darnell of Hardin.

Back By Popular
Demand

Regular
Dinner
Box
v 3 Pieces Chicken
w- Potatoes & Gravy
Cole Slaw
R*;g!oils
$1.70 $

39

— Thursday Only —
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Kentucky Fried,
ekickest.
1113 Sycamore
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_Blaternity wear,-

Specializing
in
* Uniforms for All Professions
* Maternity Wear

Gamma Gamma Chapter
Has Family Picnic
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi launched this
year's social calendar On
Saturday, September 8, with a
family 'Acute at the Kenlake
pavilion.

Wisl

Despite
the
inclement
weather the group enjoyed an
abundance of food and
fellowship. Following the meal
various types of recreation
were held,
Sorority members with their
families or escorts as guests
present were Mesdames Sylvia
Thomas, Martha Ails, Karen
:iDorotha Stubblefield,
Linda Rogers,'Candy Jenkins,
Pat McClure, Joretta Randolph,
Libby4Coniey, and Beverly
Brittatir
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Sunday,September 38
Thursday, September 27
Fox Family reunion dinner
The Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County will meet will be held at Kenlake State
at the Ellis Center at ten a.m. Park shelter house.

St. Pius Catholic Church, Calvert City

Mattie Bell Hays
Circle Holds Meet

Notthstde Shopprrtg Center--

71-3434

Miss Jill Ann Komorowski Becomes Bride
Of Gary Warren Melton In Ceremony At

Members of the Calloway
County High School and Murray
High School Chapters of the
Homemakers
of
Future
America attended the meeting
of Region I of the FHA held on
Friday, September 14, at Lovett
auditorium, Murray State
University.
"FHA Leadership Roundup"
was the theme of the meeting.
Ten characteristics of a "Good
FHA" member were featured.
Miss Susan Scott of Sedalia,
past state president, gave the
•
keynote address.
Schultz,
state
Selwyn
parlirnentarian from Murray
High, gave the welcome.
McClellan, state
Shirley
recreational leader, from
Fulton County High, led the
girls in recreation. Amanda
Buice, regional reporter,
Murray High, and Norita
Cassity, regional historian,
Calloway High, led in group
sessions.
Attending from Calloway
County High were Malinda
Taylor, president; Norita
Cassity, first vice; Anita
Chaney, second vice; Mary
Beth Hays, parliamentarian;
June Murdock, secretary;
Brenda Overcast, treasurer;
Patsy Burkeen, reporter;
Karen Haley, historian, Vickie
Weatherford, song leader;
Suzette Hughes, recreational
leader;
Patty
Reaves,
devotional
leader;
Pam
Robertson, honor roll chairJennifer
man;
Lovett,
scholarship; Alene Paschall,
member at large; Mrs. Bess
Kerlick and Miss Lucy Forrest,
advisors.
From Murray High were
Krista Kennedy, president;
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Warren Melton
Selwyn Schultz, first vice;
Amanda Buice, second vice;
Miss Jill Ann Komorowski bouquet of yellow roses, blue,
Martha McKinney, secretary; and Gary Warren Melton were
yellow and white daisies and
Nancy Garrison, treasurer; married in a late August
baby's breath accented by ivy
Becky Edwards, reporter; wedding at St Pius Tenth
and blue and yellow ribbons.
Phyllis Cottroll, historian; Catholic Church, Calvert City.
Mrs. Holly Hayden was the
Kathy Halford, parliamenThe bride is the daughter of bride's matron of honor. Her
tarian;
Lisa
Winters, Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur gown was of blue floral
recreation; Beverly Rogers, Komorowski of Calvert City.
organza over blue silk. She wore
song leader; Becky Sams, The groom is the son of Mrs.
a
colony hat trimmed in
devotional leader; Vicky Yvonne Melton of Murray. 4
matching material and carried
Roberts, Terry Dick, Jenne
A program of nuptial music a
colonial
bouquet
of
Pool, Sarah Ross, and Sue was presented by Miss Katie
varicolored daisies.
Windrum, members at large; Lally and Miss Edna Clements
Miss Janine Komorowski,
Mrs. Sally Crass, advisor.
who sang and played the guitar. sister of the bride, served as
Mrs. Stephanie Sims played maid of honor. She wore a gown
several selections on the organ. designed identical to that of the
The double-ring ceremony matron of honor in yellow floral
was performed by Rev. Boeh- organza.
micke before the altar with
The bridesmaids were Miss
lighted yellow tapers in an Katherine Atkins, attired in
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of arched brass candelabra. The blue and Miss
Julie Ann
the First United Methodist arch was flanked by spiral Komorowski,
sister of the bride,
Church Women held its Sep- candelabra, also with lighted in yellow.
They wore colony
ternber meeting at the church yellow tapers, and baskets of hats
and carried colonial
with the chairman, Mrs. Murl blue, yellow and white daisies
bouquets similar to the honor
Robertson, presiding and accented with fern and blue and
attendants.
opening the meeting with yellow bows.
Attending the groom as best
Prayer.
The pillars were wrapped in man was Ed Adams.
GroomSilent prayer was offered in boxwood garlands and the
smen were David Hall and
memory of Mrs. Fannie Mae family pews were marked by
Drake Hall.
Sledd, a long time member of blue and yellow satin bows. The
Mrs. Komorowsiu chose for
the circle. Mrs. Freda But- white aisle cloth was pulled by
her daughter's wedding a
terworth read the minutes and John Janiak Jr., who also read
formal gown of aqua and Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Farmer gave the scriptural passages before the
Melton, the groom's mother,
treasurer's report.
ceremony.
was attired in a formal creme
Mrs. Robertson announced
Bride's Dress
gown. Both mothers wore
that the regular meeting in
The bride, escorted to the corsages of daisies.
October has been cancelled and altar by her father, was attired
Mrs. John Mazurek, grandurged the members to attend in a formal gown of silk
mother af the bride, and Mrs.
the general meeting of the organza. The fitted
bodice, Louise Paschall, grandmother
United Methodist Women at the overlaid with re-embroidered
of the groom, were presented
church on Tuesday, October 2, Chantilly lace, was fashioned
white daisy corsages.
at 730 p.m.
with a a Sabrina neckline
Reception
In charge of the devotion and outlined in seed pearls. The long
Following the ceremony a
program was Mrs. Modest tapered sleeves terminated in
Jeffrey who read her scripture calla lily points and the demi- reception was held at Calvert
from Romans 11:36 and 1 bell skirt was enhanced with the City Country Club Assisting
with the serving were Misses
Thessalonians 4:11.
Her re-embroidered lace motifs and
Stopher,
Gloria
program was on "How To Be wide ruffle at the hemline that Vickie
Content" and she quoted Paul swept into a chapel train. Her Romaneck and Betsy Glover,
when he was in prison and said fingertip veil of illusion was Miss Anita Connors kept the
"I have learned in whatsoever attached to a headpiece former guest register.
The rehears al dinner WWI
state I am in to be content."
by sprigs of baby's breath Her
Refreshments were served to only jewelry was a pearl held at Calvert City Country
the seventeen members by the necklace belonging to her Club.
Following a wedding trip to
hostesses, Mrs. Freda But- mother.
Atlanta, Ga., the couple
terworth, Mrs. Louise Overby,
She carried a cascade
returned to Murray where Mr.
and Miss Ruth Lassiter.
Melton will attend Murray State
University.

SAMMONS' BAKER--Y
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RED&
WHITE

307 North 4th

Phone 753-6048

Expire*
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WHEN QUALITY COUNTS...

COUNT
ON US!

* 7 a.m. til 9 p.m. Except Sunday *
* Open Noon Sundays *

JOHNSONS

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

S

Crackers

g
ait
/why

10 lb.

Domino

ugar

RED 81
WHITE
g_JT

Prices Good Thru OCT. 2

$1 39
Nabisco Saltine

1 lb. box

39
65
'1"

Grade A

Whole

49t

Fryers
Coffee
Sausage
Peas
4/$10° 6
Bologna
TtIflanwathunk
39'
99$
Toaster Pasteries 39' 6
Ground Beef
Chili
Chicken
Parts
PEPSI 7-UP Breast__ OlCit Wings 39!
A-1 Sauce51/2-0L 39s
Dream Whip
4043'
Thighs
Backs
79t
29!
Pickles
39'
Legs
Necks_ 19
79
'b.
Potato Chips
49
* Frozen Foods *
JUICE
39
4
Peanut Butter
49
JuiceF
Orange
restl
79
Frosty
Sy
Shoestring Potato kies 39s
Bleach.45

Coffee

Maxwell
House

1 Lb. Bag W/Coupon. . . .

Maxwell House 10 Oz. Instant W/Coupon

LAND-O-LAKES CREAM

WHITE

STYLE

Fields

CORN

lb.
a--

00

16 OL CANS

Early Garden

lb.

$

16 Oz. Can

Frosty Morn Chunk

lb.

7 FARMS CREAM STYLE
YELLOW CORN

61"L can

16 OL CANS

lb.

Pure

6 PACK - 10-0Z.

Or

Plus Bottles

Paramount Sweet

or Deposit

16 Oz Jar

.61.1 lb.

3-9

DEL MONTE ORANGE OR GRAPEFRUIT

Twin Pack

Smooth Or Crunchy Peter Pan 12 Oz.

SWEET OR
UNSWEETENED

12.oz.

Acres

2401. Btl.

rup Log Cabin

Red & White
Instant

Potatoes

* Produce *

Red & White

Pampers
Drink
Towels

sin

Daytime 30 Pack
Orange Breakfast

-

Pkg. 01 23

Red & White Ass'd

Cling Free
Cheese
Bold

7 Oz.

Kraft American Single

- 79

. Giant Size W/Coupon

Cheepting Size

Wisk

W/Coupon

RED &
A WHITE
,

Qt With Coupon

100i.dip.omrs
Iiir
"
7

JOHNSONS
Maxwell House

RED&
WHITE

JOHNSONS
Maxwell House

COFFEE

COFFEE

R15

Expires 5,1105%

R40

14,

•
egVIFtYlEP.011,11

JOHNSONS
US135
Domino

RED &
WHITE

RIO
10 lb.

4/59
RED &
WHITE

cilVaa=e:
r
JOHNSONS
7S1.

CLING

10

JOHNSONS
GANT SIZE

FREE

$129

BOLD
R Is

02.-New_. di. --

115

tx'.1reS" 5-72"

I-

re& OPEZ-ir'"'

R12

$129
Expires 10-26-73

,1 RED &
WHITE
r

79'

giPlies-111-7r"'

4 tbs.

stalk

79*
19'
69t

19'

lb.
4!••=.41•11.411M,OM.

4

JOHNSONS

WISK

SUGAR
Bath Size
W/Coupon

10 lb.

Golden Delicious or Jonathan

Tc*" Red

Lux Soap
RED &
WHITE

69'

with coupon

Red Potatoesus N°1
Fresh Slaw
APPles
Celery
Gripes

RED &
E WHITE

'75*

Expires 10-2-73

JOHNSONS
King Size

CHEER
$125
Expires jf73

RED &
WRITE

JOHNSONS
Rath Size

LUX SOAP
Rn

4/59'

EipftesTO-2-73

VErit
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Call

Call

753-191

753-1916
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ArloS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
ACROSS
Evergreen tree
Snare
Hog
Supercileous
Person
13 Rockfesh
14 Before
15 Pronoun
16 Sudden
calarnety
18 Clock beetle
20 Laten
coniunction
22 Vessel
24 Proposdions
27 Nein* metal
IPI)
29 Shifty decorous
31 diumenated
32 Tolls
34 Hard of
French (abbr
Emerges
Discord
Near
Stop channels
Medderranean
vessels
45 Number
47 Charts
49 Feud cake
50 Prepare
forPreM
52 Weld hog
54 French article
55 Female
(coilog
57 Roman road
59 Compass point
61 Cheer
63 Neraldec
bear rIg
65 Single instance
67 Rever oseand
68 Hurl
69 Eat to lose
vmeght

36
37
39
41
42
44

4 Recede
5 Body of
soldiers
6 Recompense
7 Indefinite
article
8 Cushion
9 Danger
10 Negative pretik
II Earth goddess
17 Measure or
*e'er (abbe )
19 Bever in
Siberia
21 Alterroon
Defies
23 Cravats
25 Descremination
26 Thoroughfare
27 NarcotK
28 Hit hard
(slang)
30 Small rugs
33 Juncture
35 Pad of motor
38 Peerce

1 Greek letter
2 Concerned
3 Negative

non
111610 MIMEO MOM
WOUND 00C1130111
UM:It'll:I MEM
@CM CICIO CMOS

a

7

A

.:.:,120 21 . • 72
;''''.'
27

28

29
•'•

33

37

'042
..:

:146
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For Bugs-Gobs-Type HI Only

- HAPPENED
L
i
. TODAY

a

• NEW SPARK PLUGS
..
2526'
.i

ear

ao
44

4111

57

'••..‘"::::155

0.
..•• '... • e
04

7•63

67

• FAN BELT ADJUSTED

il ,./..:•/54
\-...•',
,.:.:•'
'
5-II
•.... 59 ro0
•••••••.r,
65 dei
"

• HEAT HOSE CHECKED

• COMPRESSION CHECK

• ALL LIGHTS CHECKED

• VALVE ADJUSTMENT
• NEW VALVE COVER GASKETS

• TIRES CHECKED AND
PROPER AIR PRESSURE SET

• CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT

• EXHAUST SYSTEM CHECKED

• IGNITION TIMING SET

• BRAKE LINING AND FLUID
CHECKED

DAISY GOT HOLD
OF YOUR.
SLIPPERS

Distr. by Lotted Fe tare

y

Reg. '31.25

ec.rte, Iroc

Only

2

$

50eqsu2i.p2p5e;dd
oitthionaairl cohnadrgietloinfer

BEFORE I COULD
STOP 1-/ER SHE ATE
THE TEkJ-DOLLAR
BILL-YOU 1-4,0
HIDDEN
iN THEM

Weekdays to 5:00 - Saturday 7:30-1:00

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

Construction Equipment
Consignment Auction

NICE OF THEM TO CLEAR THE
ROAD FOR US

We are now accepting coisiplrunents for a construction
equipment auction to be held in Paducah. Ky. in mid-October.
Trucks and construction equipment needed.
Consignments must be in by Sept. 29 for closing date on
advertising.

WHY CAN'T you
JUST EAT
BONES, LIKE
OTHER DOGS

" •

-•••••

Call or Write:

-

J. M.(Jake) Brown
Auction Co.
Paducah, Ky.
f-26

5NE CAN'T STAL! IN Yale
ROOM!AND SHE SORE ISN'T
51AY1/46 IN Aw Room

(

I KNOLL) AU.7
.
14AT
1 HAVE 50ME71-#1N6
ELSE 6160RED OUT..
r re—er /
N-1

014,
NO!!

w.,

I47

OM.

*hi

-arter'euw—vi'SNC•airnewee--ernedliwir—$-

NANCY

e/A1

NOVELTY
BALLOONS

le%

tea

SO ct

WOW, THE PRICE
OF BEEF HAS
BALLOON FD
SKY-HIGH

SO
HAS
PORK

VIC

ittiNg•
*S
o

amfallows"
—utor#0.1_

III.•3La.

LIL ABNER
KEEP YOUR NO5E- 1
OuTA THIS. I'M
AFTER •ADU
AV104 THE
TITLE,
WE'LL •
GET
MARRIED!!

MARRY(N'HER
NOT VOL)"

-A4.1D AFTER
OUR
i-40kiEvM00,1

-WE'LL LIVE
lis) A
COTTAGE
BUILT
PoR TWO-

MONEYMOON?

.*

OH

J

?Aft.

pEATLE BAILEY
I SAID NO
BALL PLAYING
NEAR my
WINDOW!

A

1970 PONTIAC
CATALINA

ANYWHERE

4r,

WI40 101.0
YOU THAT
COULD ,
PLAY

you

BUT

HERE

NERE!!!

( 567.
5NCRKEL
_
- 77-

Seit

161
414

•

4,1
• -yo 47
Sik-4 --

4-24

141
ornimeiti

a.P4
Ladder back chairs. tots More
&mad pieces.
Depression of all patterns,
cabbage and open rose, crystal,
and green sandwich, sylvian,
wafford. water sets, waco china
ptty, china pitchers, Italian
china, occupied Japan, large
collection of Avon bottles, frosted
Mayfair cooking jar, 6-12 horseshoe candy dish, white and
brown ' churns, corn sheller.
coffee mill, dutch ovens, ice
tongs, and lots more glass and
china. Also real live Peek-a-ppo
dog, child's pet. This is just a
partial listing that has taken
sia,rsio. collect. .„.# •
-pTione Chester
For informaThri;
& Miller Auction Service 435-4042.
nn Grove. "It Pays To Sell The
Way."'
S28C
'

%KUM ELK WA Uhed

% off

WEIGHT WATCHERS
interested in having
morning class in the c
of Murray? If so, plea
Zacheretti, 436-2103, a
know. It may be the be
ever made!

INSURANCE!! HI
ERS, farmowners
homes, automobiles,
'excellent claim servi
before you buy. Ga
surance & Realty, phoi
5842.
ttermatizak.e.a•

KING'S
-The Store for
Southside Sho
Center
4
,

•

'e •

HAVING PROBLEM:.
hearing or understa
free hearing checkur
sultation. Call yot
consultant, 753-0832,

htitWIEWArtgil

the 114

'Wild Raspberry

Sri

Big S

1 Qt. of Oil
with oil change and oil filter and lube
(with this coupon)

* TUNE UP
* SUN TEST EQUIPMENT
-* STATE INSPECTION
it:CHEVRON CAR CARE

North Point Standard
121 By Pass

1119 N. Arca

B&C CONSTRUCT]
Complete block b
retaining
walls,
sidewalks, etc. Ten
perience. Free estima
437-4734 or 437.1765.
Septa

CUTE LITTLE pupp
home, 342 months old
at Warner's Vet.
Beat the price
have a carefully s
,;(tisting & slen
\ .;etahle Plate.
cents.
Triangle Inn

LOST & FOUNI
LOST PAIR of bin
Stella area. Phone 435

Murray, Kentucky
PEST CONTR

753-0345

FOR THE best in p
service and termite
Superior Extermina
pany,753-7266. '

TI

JEEP-1946. Also 1963 Ford
station wagon. Both running,
but need work. Phone 436-2402
after 6:00p.m.
S27C

For the convenience of the
Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County ..

The Land Fill Hours
Will Be From:

1444

4Aline 4.4

7-4 Monday thru Friday
7-12 Noon Saturday

CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starting September 1, 1973

Discount Carpet Center
Phone 753-6660
Mr. Joe Smith, Owner Home Phone 753-6121
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m,-6:00 p.m.
Saturdal_8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Thousands anetiousands of Yards of
99
S$5:
1 9

Sculptured Carpet

Commercial Caret
Kitchen Print

Y .
yd.
Sq. Yd.

$399

WANT TO Bt.
WANT TO BUY 1 tc
around Murray, with
water and sewerage.
9391 or 753-7882.
WANT TO BUY I
refrigerators, in gooc
Phone 753-3143.
WANT TO BUY July
17 copies of the Ledge
Please bring by the
Times Office, 103

Street.
couch Ior trailer. 1:3
2118.

(In Old Ice Plant Building)

All

All display ads, c
and
'
display, must be si
by 12 noon, the day
publication.
display
All reader cla
lpmust be submitte
.m. the day
tpublication.
•I•••••••••••••

i

at the . . .

* FREE!! *

FORD-1953, good driving
condition. Overdrive and good
tires. Cheap. Phone 753-3806. S28C

Carpet

ADVERTISE
DEADLINE

•
•

Coupon

FORD FAIRLANE-1964. Low
mileage, $200.00. Phone 753-0930
after 5:30 p.m.
S27NC

BISCAYNE-1964, V8,
automatic, four door sedan, solid
throughout. $400.00 firm. Phone
4364361 after 6:00 p.m.
S77P

any item over '1.00

4•40414.4H1.4414H11•1

is having a

EXCEPTIONAL
CONDITION
Two door hardtop, vinyl
roof, all power, air conditioned, low mileage, new
tires. One owner car.
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1481.

CHEVROLET-1973 pickup,
white with 36" topper, long wheel
base. Phone 753-0343.
S27C

Mar-Lane
Ceramic

RECIEVE FREE s
inspection on any type
by calling Mike Hutch,
Byar at your local Kini
Office, 500 Maple Stre
day or night.

1119 N. Arcadia

NOTICE

CHECKER BUS- 1967 twelve
passenger, with luggage compartment, V8, automatic, power
steering, brakes and air conPhone
AUCTION SALE, 641 Auction ditioning. Price $975.00.
S28C
House, Paris , Tenn. Sale every 753-5184.
This
p.m.
night
at 6:30
Friday
week another load from St. Louis. VOLKSWAGEN-1965, $250.00.
_ S28C
Lots of glass, dishes, furniture, Phone 753-5184. tools, clocks, telephone, beds, FORD-1966 nine passenger
dressers, chairs, rockers, chests, station wagon Country Sedan.
china cabinet, trunks, wardrobe, One owner, good condition.
S27C
odds and ends of all kinds. Don't Phone 753-7480.
miss it. Opeh Thursday night. CAMARO-1967. black with red
Shorty McBricle-247 and James
interior. 327 automatic, power
ITC
E. Travis-278.
steering, mags, Phone 753-3336
after 5:00p.m.
S27C

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
September 29, 10:00 a.m., 307
Irvan Street, Murray, Ky., South,
off of West Main between 13th
and 14th Street. People are
leaving town and must sell nice
furniture and appliances from 3
months to PI years old. All the
free
Frost
best.
very
refrigerator, electric range,
automatic washer, Frigidaire
electronic dryer, air conditioner,
all have warrantys still left. Off
white velvet couch. and pink
velvet chair, two bedroom suites,
odd chairs, tables and lamps,lots
of antique pieces, such as a glass
door china or book case, trunks,
pictures and mirrors in fancy
frames, antique dresser and

HAZEL ANTIQUES
Main St Hazel. Kentucky
502) 492 8272 after 4 -00 P M
DEPRESSION GLASS
By Appointment and mail Order
Large inventory in over 75
Patterns and Colors, including
many rare pieces.
(Just bought ISO Pcs
PK • Miss
America)
Buy now for Christrnts! Lae•
Away Plan
Pay 1- 7 now.
balance in 10 days Get it in time
for Christmas!

CHEVROLET VAN-1973, V8
standard transmission. In
warranty. Phone 753-0001 after
5:00 p.m., or can be seen at 1654
Calloway, Apartment 4.
S27C

444-6865 or 442-5855

.C•

LAST WEEK THEY
WERE ONLY 25(t

CHEVROLET-1%2 station
wagon. Good hunting and
fishing car. Phone 753-6843 after
4:30p.m.
OIC

P.

-c7v.a.f

PEPPERMINT
PATTif 15
(
60IN6 5-TA4
HERE?!

•ertnown•

0

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
S28C

AUTOS FOR SALE

BOO Chestnut Street Murray • Phone 753-111150
04411All

is now employed b4,
KATHLEEN TURNER'S
BEAUTY SALON
Sharon invites all her
•
friends and customers to call her for
an appointment at Ic
753-3588.

PIANO
TUNING-repairrebuilding. Prompt,expert service. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
Phone 753-8911.
TFC

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

frit L,1_71

Brandon

EXPERT GUITAR
INSTRUCTION
Beginners and advanced
Study with one of Ky's finest
teachers Now scheduling
limited enrollment Call Ed
Monroe between 5 and 7 P.M.
Phone 753-8897

Plus Tax

THE PHANTOM

Sharon

PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00
Lonardo Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
S28C

• NEW IGNITION POINTS

'
4.
0t1/69

)
. ,„.811

67

PIANO, BAND Instrument,
violin, guitar and jazz lessons
NOTICE
Phone Erwin or Pat Chandler
-.4184
.
-••••••••
:
753-1470.
September 29C"

48

31 '.. 52

50

JoB MUSIC CENTER
Dixieland - 753-7575 - Murray

BLON DIE
--

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

Through

A

Sr te7t.'.139
.
-...
i
43 i.
...

37
dl

with
front
Ads

-.-... 10 1 ,

'••••=e
'.'.'• 18 19
-‘•••':
. 74
.5
.
i. f.'./
.t.....•
31
'
lb-

17

'••e
' 'l is
e.•..

15

CC4..
4

,Ahead

>

,13

42

Land measu•ie
Damp
Sun god
Three toed
sloth
Artofeceal
language
Symbol
nickel

MUSIC LESSONS

Wo.Kiner4J

86

58
40 Style of
printing (abbr ) 60
61
43 Decays
48 Darkness
62
48 Satiates
64
51 Symbol for
tantalum
66
53 Note of scale
56 Parcel of land

Volkswagen
Mini-Maintenance

You're
Fray

MOM MONO@
OCICICIM OUIMICIF3
OOP ROMEO DOM
OVID mono MUD

3

MUSIC

Back to School Specials ....

onm
°noon
MN NOM mmo nn
ono Elmo @IMMO
000P UM 0011M

-...:::::

4

NII'SIC.

OA

013E.1

e•%,
,

61

DOWN

.3

2

1

AUTOS FOR SALE

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
1
5
9
12

NOTICE

Yd.

WANT TO BUY got
piano. Phone 436-5370.
REAL MATE FO
BY OWNER: three
brick, two baths,cent.'
air, dishwasher. Tin
753-8416 after 5:00 p.m
WIDE LOTS on U.S. I
Murray, for your ne
mobile home. Call
0774.
COUNTRY LOTS, e
Restricted, water.
Phone Sam Harris 75:1
8061

r
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Call
753-1916
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CLASSIFIED ADS WORK WINDER

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

RECIEVE FREE service or
inspection on any type of vacuum
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
Byar at your local Kirby Vacuum
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-8359
October10C
day or night.

THREE BED:,,M EALt with
s 1 to .lur, take
atki
all
ov
. nquire at 1218
Me
, Murray.
S27P

SERVICES OFFERED

Another View

l'OR SAI.E

FOR SAI.E

FOR sALE

MUST SELL for balance due- FOUR WAGON wheels, good
UNUSED 1973 World Book Encolor console T. V.; AM-FM condition. Phone 489-2548.
IT('
cyclopedia-10 per cent discount.
stereo console. Like new organ.
phone 753-7632 after 5:00 p.m.OIC J&B
Music,phone 753-7575. 1TNC PIE SAFE,$65.00. Antique trunk,
S28C
$25.00. Phone 753-7906.
BEAR KODIAK hunter, bow, 52
pound pull, camouflage painted CARPORT SALE, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, 1629 ANTENNA AND pole. Phone 753bow sight,$30,00. Phone 753Hamilton,9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
7209.
1TC
8255.
S27P
S28C

B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
basements, foundations, patios,
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
walls, etc. Septic tank installations, 437-4734 or 4374765
October23C

BY OWNER; two wcdel lots,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
ADVERTISING
schools, shopping
center,'Custom building and remodeling.
•
DEADLINES
university.
Phone
(
606)
549•
HALF PRICE sale-all dry
ELVEN ACRES of land, seeded
Houses trimmed-formica tops
.• All display ads, classified
2494.
October8C and doors-Quality
down in Pasture, in sight of Coles IXITLE GIRL'S clothes, sizes 5, goods., lotions, shoes, men's
work*display
and
regular
Campground building site. 6x, 10 and 12. Slacks, dresses, women's and children's ready to
manship. Phone 753-0790.
•
TFC
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
display, must be submitted
Watershed lake. Beautiful coats. One size 5 coat, blue fur wear. Sale will continue until all
with red trim, like new. Phone stock is depleted. Cook's General
years old. Four acres with barn
by 12 noon, the day before
building site. Also Beagle dogs, 2
753-9487
between 5:00 and 9:00 Merchandise, Hazel, Ken3/
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone
T.L. Asphaft Paving
publication.
and 3 years old. Hunted last
S28C tucky.
753-6648.
S29P
All reader classifieds
02P
-Driveways -Parking areas
season. Guaranteed rabbit dogs. p.m.
ip
must be submitted by 4
Repairs
Phone 753-1277 days or 753-5175
13' FIBERGLASS runabout, TWO BEDROOM house, five
KENIANA
SHORES-Large
.m. the day before
Phone 247-7201 anytime
nights.
S28C
convertible top, indoor-outdoor years old, 22'2 acres Five
wooded lots for $25 down & 225 All work guaranteed, free
tpublication.
carpet, 45H.P. Mercury motor holstein heifers and bull 1952
per month-All untilities including
••••••••••••4••••
tea
1973 YAMAHA 175 Enduro, like and trailer. $500.00. Phone 753- Ford 11
water-Lake access-All weather
/
2 ton truck, needs motor.
new, 500 miles. Expansion 8359.
WEIGHT WATCHERS; Are you streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436- FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
S28C Phone 753-7975.
S28C
interested in having a weekly 2473.
chamber,21" front wheel, 2 new
October 27C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
morning class in the community
knobbies, super fender. $500.00 ATTENTION'!RUMMAGE sale.
16 different patterns of...
; owed on it, take over payments. Bigger and better than ever,
of Murray? If so, please call Pat
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
ARMSTRONG
Zacheretti, 436-2103, and let her LARGE SHADY lot, located also bank gravel, fill dirt and
753-7242.
S27P Saturday,
September
29,
EDITH, HAVE YOU WIRE-TAPPED MN1
corner
of
Lynn
Grove
VINYL
Highway
CUSHION FLOR
know. It may be the best call you
TELEPHME ?
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
American Legion Building, 7:00
OLD REFRIGERATOR in good a.m.-2:00 p.m. Twenty parties.
in 9' and 12' widths
ever made!
S29C and Johnny Robertson Road. or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
Phone 753-5671 days or 7534430
running condition. Also Ashley Everything anybody could need
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
WIGGINS
nights.
S27C CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
wood heater, like new. Phone or want. Priced to sell. Come
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNFURNITURE
753-5513.
Sxic
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet SALESMAN; FULL time, part TWO BEDROOM house,
S27P browse and have fun.
ERS, farmowners, mobile
294
21
/
2 miles North 641
Master 489-2504.
TFC time sales help needed. Call Mr. North 9th Street. Contact
homes, automobiles, low rates,
Phone 753-4566
TWO BEDROOM house, 1402
JelOUTII
FURY-l967
250MX Yamaha and factory built Open 11:00-5:30 Mon. thru
excellent claim service. See us
Beard collect 901-396-9711 or Hardin Williams, at 236 Locust,
Sat.
Storey Ave. Ideal for single or KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
before you buy. Galloway Inwrite 3120 Bellbrook, Memphis, Minonk, Minois 61760.
S27C four aluiet good condition. Also trailer, $500.00. Number 97,
couple. Lots of shrubbery, and Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
1971
Honda
350
Scrambler,
good
Riviera
Courts,
Phone
753-0263
THINK AHEAD for Xmas gifts.
surance & Realty, phone 753Tenn. 38116.
S28P
flowers. On 100' x 180' lot. Phone lath Street, "Every day you
02C Needle point--paintings-any
580.
October25C
UNFURNISHED APART- condition Phone 753-8903. 01P 8:00a.m.-3:00 p.m.
753-7489
S26NC delay lets bugs have their
type of cutom art. Chair covers,
IF YOU CAN sell and not afraid MENT, one block from Middle
way."
TFC to work, come in and see me. I school and hospital. One person SEVEN 12 week old pigs. Phone 23 CHANNEL courier CB radio children's pictures, homes.
BY OWNER-two story brick
S27C and 50' antenna, $175.00. Phone Phone Bob Ginn 753-0039.
02P
will show you how you can make preferred. Phone 753-3687. S27C 753-4016 after 5:00 p.m.
house
with
full
size
763-5184.
basement,
S28C
Men"
"The Store for
$300 to $500 per week. No gimthree large bedrooms, two baths, JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
BATTERIES FOR any car, boat,
micks. This is an old line com- 10' WIDE one bedroom mobile 28' GOOSENECK camping
Southside Shopping
living room, dining room and Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
pany with plenty of opportunity home, private shady lot. $60.00 trailer, fully self contained. 81.00 plus tax will buy beautiful truck, or tractor, $8.95 to $14.95
Center
kitchen. Has garage apartment carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or for the right man. Dial
1
2
'slide in Man 0 War Xmas cards. Folders or post card,exchange. G24 fits most Chevys,
Iv
Paducah, per month. Phone 489-2595. S27C Also 6/
with two bedrooms, kitchen 753-7625 nights.
TFC 443-4594 for an appointment. ITC
camper, both brand new. style, with or without scripture. Fords and Chrysler products.
living room, bath and utility
TWO BEDROOM house, all Priced when shown. See Otto Gerald Waldrop 753-1712. S28NC $12.95. Big heavy duty G27 fits all '
HAVING PROBLEMS with your
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30 TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- HELP
big cars, trucks and boats, $14.95.
NEEDED at Hooks Wheel electric heat. Couples only. Chester, Lynn Grove, Ken
hearing or understanding. For
p.m.for appointment. September 'Dicky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Alignment. Someone experienced $70.00 per month. 1618 Lucky. Watch next week's paper TWO FAMILY garage sale. Toys, Atomic Battery Company, 401
free hearing checkup and con-36c
Tennessee will do your stone in exhaust work and replacing Calloway. Phone Paducah 442- for big estate auction in games, baby and children's North 4th Street, Murray. Phone
sultation. Call your Belton work. Large selections of stone. parts. See Sonny Hooks at 408 0016.
S27C clothing,extra nice maternity 753-8572.
02C
S27P Calloway County.
consultant, 753-0832. October3C BY OWNER; new three bedroom
TFC North 4th Street.
and women's clothing 100 per
Spanish style house, 11
S28C
/
2 baths, Phone 901-593-3534.
SPOTS before your eyes-on cent wool pleated skirts),
family room, carpeted, central
ATTENTION FARMERS! r
CEMENT CONTRACTOR. Lee
heat and air, concrete drive and
WOMAN TO sit in my home FURNISHED OR unfurnished your new carpet - remove household articles, polydomes Rhodes Feed Mill has received
Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio,
two
bedroom
them
apartment,
central
with
Blue
Lustre.
Rent
and
5
lb.
bags
molding
plaster.
from 3:00-5:00 p.m., five days a
built-in kitchen. Priced at only
the
garages, walks,etc.
week. Phone 753.8416 after 5:00 heat and air, wall to wall carpet. electric shampooer $1. Western Friday, September 28, after 1:00 another truck load of gates.
$26,800.00. You must see this one.
Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
September27P
s28c Available now Phone 753Auto, home of "Wishing Well p.m. and Saturday, all day. 1314
Phone 753-3903.
S28C
p.m •
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
4331.
Gift
Shop."
October9C
S27C
Farris
S28P
Ave.
LEE CHILDRF-SS Construction.
I
$19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
Driveways, patios, garages. FULL TIME employee, 11:00
fift. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
SERVICES OFFERED
GARAGE SALE, South 16th
02P a•m•-5:00
Phone 753-6170,
six days Per MOBILE HOME, 10'x36' two
chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
SALE-A-THON
now
going
on
at
Extended.
'Nice
lady's
is having a
clothing,
PLUMBING
&
SCARBOROUGH
week. Must be neat, clean, en- bedrooms, all electric. Located
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
Electric Complete pump repair ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service thusiastic. Phone 753-7199 at at Hale's Lock Shop, phone 753- your local Singer Sewing sizes 7,9,12 and 14. Men's pants, gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate
service. Let us check your old Phone Paris,642-6551.
S28C 5980.
S27C Machine Dealer in the Belaire 30-30 and 28-29, suits. Little girl's $17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $1.30. 35
TFC Burger Chef.
Shopping Center.
S27C dresses, sixe 6x. Also toys, books
pump for you before you buy a
percent hog supplement ( pellet
1119 N. Arcadia
and knick-knacks. Phone 753new one. 24 hour emergency GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears DAY COOK wanted, full or part',HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
-or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
1100.00 free 1611. Friday, September 28, 9:00 hog supplement ( pellet or meat,
service. Phone 753seamless gutters, installed per time. Apply in person to sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, SALE-A-THON.
fabric with purchase of the a.m.-8:00p.m.
S28C Kentucky.Phone Max at 753S28C $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks
September 26C your specifications. Call Larry Southside Restaurant.
5543
$2.20 each.
B&C CONSTRUCTION work.
'
1131.
ITC Golden Touch and Sew by
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
41 per cent dairy concentrate
Complete block basements, R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
WANTED
EXPERIENCED
Singer with desk console of your
TFC
estimate
retaining
walls,
patios, work guaranteed. Business and
typiest, 3:30-7:00 p.m., Monday MOBILE HOME, new, never choice. Your local Singer BELTONE FACTORY fresh $11.75 cwt. Trams& cattle
sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- residential Free estimates.
through Friday. Send resume to lived in. Two bedrooms, all Sewing Center, Belaire Shop- hearing aid batteries for all make wormer boluses 65 cents each.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. S26C Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
HELP WANTED
perience. Free estimates. Phone Phone day or night Mayfield 247P.O. Box 32-P, Murray, Ky. An electric, carpeted, Ideal for ping Center.
OIC
65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
437-4734 or 437TFC
equal
7201.
opportunity employer.S28C couple or with one child. No pets.
SALES CONSULTANT, married,
CONCRETE STEPPING stones Cuba, Kentucky. 3824765.
September26NC
A BUSINESS without a sign is a with sales experience. Salary LADY NEEDED as full time 950.00 deposit, $125.00 per month. COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby and concrete splash blocks. 2593.
October 9c
Water furnished. Phone 753Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Murray Lumber Company, 104
CUTE LITTLE puppy needs a sign of no business. Hanna Sign plus commission expected in- housekeeper for 3 months
2377
S28C
OctoberIC
Kentucky.
'TFC come $250-1300 per week. This is a
Maple Street.
S26C
home, 31
/
2 months old. Come see Company,7534346.
beginning Oct. 11973, Part time
Legal Notice
licensed sales position with exat Warner's Vet.
02C
work after December. Must have
cellent
future-Phone
Paducah
RENT
WANTED TO
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
experience and be able to care for
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
S26C
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles 443-4594.
two small children. Call 753Beat the price of medt
WANT TO. RENT furnished or
PROPOSALS
South of Murray on Hwy. 641,
6848
02C unfurnished house in the country,
have a carefully seasoned.
Sealed proposals are requested:
Jerry McCoy, owner. 1,502) 492.satisf in & slenderizing
prefer one in secluded area.
x 80' Metal Building on lot SO' x 169'. 12' x 20'
for furnishing all tools, labor,'
MILL ROOM FOREMAN
TFC
8837.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Reasonable rent. Phone 753-0930
egetable Plate. only 39
office, 1 restroom finished, 1 unfinished, 3
Opening for supervisor
materials and equipment and
cents.
S37NC
_ ,after 5.30p rp.
with background in porconstructing waterworks tm"-- overhead doors, ample parking. Perfect for most
VIS1
HIBITTUR
WANTED1T)
Triangle len
WILL DO trash and brush
celain enamel applications.
provements in and for the
any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
service local accounts! Childrens SINGLE MAN wants to rent
Technical knowledge of frit
Dexter-Almo Heights Water
products featuring Sesame St. & furnished apartment or house in
Street being paved now. Possession 90 days.
TFC
LOST & FOUND
753-6130.
mixtures, color comDistrict of Calloway County,
Disney items! Highly weekly & country or AO lake. Phone 753Kentucky.
binations, and gravity
LOST PAIR of binoculars in LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
monthly earnings possible! In- 3659after6:OOp.m.
S27P
All work, materials and ;
resolve a requirement. Will
sten* area. phone 435.5560. sew gravel. Phone 474ventory, materials & training _
• N.
oversee small three shift
equipment will be in accordance
October29C
2713.
necessary. $3,300 cash required!
operation.
Excellent
CARD OF THANKS
1
2 ACRE lot, located in Aurora, with plans, specifications and
Call or Write A i i Marketing
CORN PICKER, New Ideal 309. /
PEST CONT'ROL
future,
salary
and
benefits.
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and
'or mobile 'home. Phone 354-8161 contract documents on file in the
Corp., 11276 Harry Hines blvd.,
Phone 498-8748, after 6:00
We wish to take this means to
office of Orbie Culver, SecretaryReply in person or send
grooming
and
clipping
fter 7:00 p.m.
Schnauzer
September 28C
collect
S26p
controlDallas,
Call
Texas
75229.
pest
best
in
FOR THE
say a deep heartfelt thank you to I pin.
Treasurer for the Dexter-Almo
resume
to
personnel
aptouch.
By
personal
with
a
call
Mr.
Cook(214) 243-1981. October
service and termite control
all of our family, friends, neighHeights Water District, Dexter,
manager,
IP
OUTBUILDING. PHONE Mrs.
Superior Exterminating Corn- pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753bors and everyone who has
Roper
Corporation
'rugs have been Kentucky. The proposals shall be
MILLIONS
OF
October2NC
526P
4881.
Shekell,
753-2976.
Harry
753-7266.
pany,
helped us in any way since
100 Manufactures Road,
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's received at that office until 2:00
HAVE YOUR own business now! Hughes accident. The cards,
Chattanooga,Tenn.
electric p.m. on the 18th day of October,
DOZER SERVICE 13-6 caterELECTRIC America's finest. Rent
No financial risk. Great potential food, phone calls, visits and HAAGSTORMM
WANT TO BUY
37401.
October
shampooer
$1.00.
Big
K,
Belaire 1973, and then will be publicly
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
cutaway
thin
guitar,
double
working part time. Phone 753- especially prayers offered up in
An equal opportunity
S29C opened and read.
Shopping
Center.
/
2 acres 19C
October 17C our behalf will never be forgot- hollow body with case, $65.00.
WANT TO BUY I to 11
1470.
All proposals must be made on
employers.
around Murray, with or without
ten. To all the preachers and Also 20 volume set encyclopedias
printed forms which may be
SIOUX
BUFFER,
$60.00;
Binks
753
water and sewerage. Phone
churches of every faith, thank of photography, $35.00. Phone
obtained from the Engineer. The
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
S27C
S26C air regulator, $40.00; Ludwig -contract documents may be
9391 or 753-7882.
you for your Christian concern. 753-6307.
Having trouble getting those odd
drums,take over payments; 12
to December 1st. Weekly
Ti the personnel on the hospital
Juice. No selling. Service
jobs done? Free estimate. No Job
automatic and scope. $50.00; examined at the of,fice of Orbie ;
paycheck, no collecting, no
staff and especially the third EXCELLENT, efficient,
company accounts. 6 to 10
WANT TO BUY two used to small. Phone 753Culver, Secretary-Treasurer for ;
22
single shot with scope, $25.00;
delivery, no cash investment.
floor, your kindness will long be economical, Blue Lustre carpet,
hours weekly. Net $18 per
the Dexter-Almo Heights Water
refrigerators, in good conditon. 0605.
October24C
gun cabinet, $65.00; pro custom
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
remembered. We cannot begin to cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
hour. Cash investment
S27C
Phone 753-3143.
District, Dexter, Kentucky, or of'
model
300
Remington
October1C
rifle
and
Frick,5274133.
thank everyone who was there $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
required $2,185 to $7,070
the
Engineers, Lankford,
tree
loader,
977
CATERPILLAR
scope,
280
caliber,
new, $165.00.
S29C
when we needed someone, so we Points.
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July with
secured.
Expand
Thompson,
Dreessen & Dorner,
and
row, stumps
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
Phone Jeff 753-7832 or 75317 copies of the Ledger & Times. pushing,fence
hope each will take this as a
"company financing. Buy
Inc., 3515 Broadway,' :.ansas
7139.
experience to run 15 states Must
ditches,etc. Phone 753with
OIC
'
fast
&
REDUCE
SAFE
personal thank you.
Please bring by the Ledger &
back agreement. For inCity, Missouri 64111.
October 19C have 6 months experience on
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
Times Office, 103 North 4th 9807.
With love and gratitude
formation
or
interview
Each proposal must be acsteel or machinery. Call Ace
Street.
Hughes, Hilda and Kyle pills." Holland Drug Stare, 109 1972 HONDA 350 Chopper. Will companied by a proposal
Include phone number to ;
'WM FOR ALL your additionSHauling & Rigging _
Doran
rec-South4th7-S26C ltatreasonaMeprtce.
_'Ithi
-o
-deliiii,----teildentlar Or
nis, -Bennett.
guaranty coningMa'cer'ifu
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
,1t,ofjf
.OLE.
°
01
°
,9
...1.2
•
P
1
1192F.
..grgrA
4beck.-taab-nc-bitLbotarLisr
it4%N•
314
41oLivilta
LAMB.
ar' °Ifi"
'414
afterlWrillf'
couch or
: one 41ki: estimates. Call 753-6123
VbiratiriC;edai
413t. amount of at least five (5 v!r- FOR suE
October 111C
a set of Timbolies. For InS27C
2118.
cent)of the total bid bond in al'
Suite 204
RUMMAGE SALE,408 South 6th formationphone 489-2690.S27NC
will be retained by. the Water
CORN
PICKER-two
row,
New
ADVERTISER HANNA Sign HOUSE OF Lloyd needs two ails Church, Va. 22041 Street, Saturday a day. Clothes,
District until the contract has
WANT TO BUY good practice
Ideal. Phone 753-5186.
S26P
area
to
in
this
more
ladies
S29C RUMMAGE AND furniture sale
4 sizes946,odds and ends.
S28C Company, 607 South 4th Street
been 'awarded and executed_
piano. Phone 436-5370.
rate- toys, -*fts antV
Phone753-8346.
October
with-several
pieces
of
furniture
Checks
or bonds of all bidders,
Christmas decorations, now
FOR-RENT
MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on and lots of rummage. At Gospel 641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua except the low three bidders,. wftl
dayS
November.
Only
3
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
through
producers.
CATTLEMEN-HOG
all 1973 recreational vehicles. Singing Drive In,6 miles east of puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy be returned withing- three ckiyal
Feed Mill will store your left to get in on this outstanding ONE BEDROOM furnished Example: 27' Fifth Wheel Hardin, Ky., on Hwy, BO, poddles, parakeets, fish and after the opening of the
BY OWNER: three bedroom Rhodes
any amount, shell corn or party plan program. Earn $20.00 apartment, all electric, heat and Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained - Thursday awl Friday, 9:30- supplies. Phone 753Checks or bonds of the second
brick, two baths,central heat and grain,
October1IC and third low bidders will be
corn,
for your convenience in per evening, part- time. No air conditioned. Close to 84.330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper, 5:00 and Saturday 9:30ear
1862.
Phone
Trees.
air, dishwasher.
Only
2
or
collecting.
delivery
or '153.self'contained 1:00.
Chevrolet chassisS27C
S28C making feed. phone Rhodes Feed openings. Phone 753-8291. _327C university. Phone 753-4478
returned
when reasonable
753-8416 after 5:00 p.m.
6199.
Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for
*‘"-• $7,836 These are just two of the
MAILING MACHINE: Elliot assurance is at hand that the low
October9C
more information.
many units that must go. No HAY IN the field. Phone 753- Dymatic 3101. Ideal for church bidder is responsible and will
WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
BOOKKEEPER;
or
organization execute the contract.
FULL APARTMENT FOR older couple trade ins at these low,low prices. 4496.
S27C bulletins
Murray, for your new home or
or single, 506 Pine Street or phone Sale starts Friday September 28.
chive.
One
capable
of
running
newsletters.
Will
sacrifice.
TIMBER-LODGE
on
Tennmobile home. Call owner 753S27NC Open 1. days a. week through
ContactGene McCutcheonatihr -DEX EH-ALMO
.:
ow Thcky Lake, Route 1, Springville, complete office. Double entor- 753-34919.
0774.
SEAMLEIls tn rh,RS.
...Tennessee. will boild oninolote
Iectiter 4071111141.103 N,A;11
ull lazes, trial Jadance.
_WATER DISTRICT
,
-- - -----.909.1itt:-'.;. .". .
- .
orr enamel finish, guaranteed
753-1916,
_ .511eNc
'
Sales &.S
Murphy's. Camper
Fireplaces, starting at onl Possible construction, but not
,SigfIgrd Curd
estimate
detailed
free
For
years.
bedroodi
.
.
FOUR
FURNISHED
COUNTRY LOTS, extra large. $695.00. Selection of stones necessary. Send complete
completeRV
"
Your
Chairman
4
Service' CAMPER TOPPER for Toyota or
t _
Restricted, water.. $3500.00. available. Satisfaction resume and salary expected to house near University. Ideal for
:
,/4 34
inswier
ornt7a
murra,,
„..,„ Headquarters" Hwy 62 east, Phnne
Orate Culver
^bar
Phone Sam Harris 753,TY5 (10-tIldne 4.36=4"`Cretary-'1'reliiir
‘
," Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky. 8892. 7
riaLSUri Ptekt1P:
7 boys. Phone 753:::.
P.O. Box. 998, Paris, Tent°
or 6
7530
01 69
--1
e 7guaranteed. Phone 901-593,. , EktoheritiC
2289
October 19C 3534.
8061.
October29C
S26P
''''' 365-5082.
S26424r9C ,J
October8C
TFC nessee
i•••••••••••••••

I

KING'S DEN

fAtth/
1
41a-gitthttliA
srberr

Big Sale

By Owner

Call 753-4857 or 753-7244

TFet

Juice Vending

qesburg Pike

A

Call
753-1916
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TIME.S — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Hughes Bennett
Recuperating
From Injuries

Deaths and Funerals
Euin F. Edwards
Dies Tuesday
In Accident
Eum Franklin Edwards,

WEDNESDAY—SEPTEMBER 28, 1973

Ernest Mayfield
Funeral Is Today

L National Roundup 1

ABOARD USS NEW OR- was fulfilling his promise to loHughes Bennett of Route LEANS I AP) — Doctors are cal officers that if they brought
Two,Puryear, Tenn., Crossland elated today with the physical their men back to work on
community,
is
still condition of the three Skylab 2 Monday to end a nine-day naFuneral services for Ernest
recuperating from injuries astronauts after their record- tional walkout the union would
Mayfield of 1316 Poplar Street,
=stained in a motorcycle ac- setting 59".•-day space journey. authorize "selective" walkouts.
Murray, will be held today at
formerly of Calloway County, 2:30 p.m. itt the chapel of the
cident which occurred on The astronauts blazed back to
died from injuries sustained in Blalock-Coleman Funeral
August 4 about Yi mile from his earth Tuesday, making a perDENVER ( AP) — The mothan accident on Tuesday at 9:20 Home with Bro. Bobby
home.
fect landing about six miles er of the Stanek sextuplets is
a.m., while working as a Witherington officiating.
Bennett suffered several from the recovery ship. Alan L. home and resting today. Docswitchman for the Louisville
crushed vertebra, six or seven Bean, Owen K. Garriott and tors say. her five surviving
Pallbearers will be Joe
and Nashville Railroad Com- Morton,
ribs broken, left shoulder blade Jack R. Lousma are scheduled babies will leave the hospital
Clyde Robertson, Ken
pany, Paducah.
broken,left lung punctured, and to arrive aboard the carrier to- starting in about a month.
Barber, Ronald Rogers, Jerry
Edwards, age 52, of 407 Oaks Smith, and Ronnie Smith.
other cuts and bruises in the day at San Diego, Calif.
Edna Stanek, 34, wore a blue
Road, Paducah, was dragged Burial will be in the Antioch
accident. He also had to have
bathrobe as a nurse pushed her
about forty feet by the engine Cemetery.
surgery on both lungs after the
in a wheelchair to the door of
NEW
YORK
AP)
AmeriI
—
after he apparently fell near the
accident, according to family cans have found it costly and Colorado General Hospital,
Mr. Mayfield, age 61, died
freight office at 300 South 3rd
members.
sometimes impossible to bor- where her husband waited with
Monday in the Cariac Care Unit
Street, Paducah. Edwards was
The injured man was row money recently. But their the family car. The babies
of the Murray-Calloway County
pronounced dead at the scene
hospitalized at the Murray- tax money has helped provide were born Sept. 16.
Hospital. He was foreman of the
by McCracken County Coroner
Calloway County Hospital from relatively cheap and easy loans
Carpentry Department for
John Barker.
August 4 to August 27. He en- for U.S. exporters and foreign
Calloway County and the court
The coroner said Mr. Edtered the Baptist Memorial companies seeking American
house
will
closed
from
be
two
to
wards died from massive
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., on goods. The loans — some $2.4
(Continued from Page 1)
fractures and internal injuries. 3:30 p.m. today for the funeral.
September 17 and was there billion worth in fiscal 1973 —
survived
is
He
wife,
his
by
going back and forth at least a
The train conductor at the time
until September 20 for special are made below domestic rates couple
Mrs. Thelma Smith Mayfield,
of inches.
of the accident was. Joe Barnett
tests, but will return again in six by the government-backed U.S.
GROUNDB
and the engineer was M.J. Murray; one son, Billy Mayfield members, REAKING: Surrounded by members of the Board of Regents, top academic and staff
weeks
for
Dr.
more
tests. He is now Export-Import Bank. The bank
Ralph H. Woods, left, and Board Member George Hart are shwa breaking
and two grandsons, Michael and
Ardith Persall lends us
ground in
Hunt, Barker said.
able to be up some, but is still is the U.S. contender in a three
Alan Mayfield, Paris, 1966 for the University's new,five-story Administration Building, rompleted and occupied in the fall
books, all by Erich von
The former Calloway County Marc
unable to work.
Term; one sister, Mrs. Philip of 196'7.
worldwide credit "war" in Daniken. The guy presents
man served in the Air Force
Last
Saturday
his friends, which countries offer prospec- some interesting
Murdock of Murray Route
theses and
during World War II and was a
neighbors, and relatives came tive overseas buyers loans at backs them
Seven) four brothers, Robert
up with reasonable
member of the Oaklawn Baptist
to his farm and suckered, cut, low, subsidized rates,
and A. E. (Buck) Mayfield of
arguments. He may be wrong,
• • (CaadairtalfresPep ,
Church. Paducah.
and housed his tobacco crop.
but we doubt if anyone will ever
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Murray, James Mayfield of
A spokesman for the family campus and talked of upgrading the Year" in Kentucky Bennett works at General Tire
DETROIT (AP) — The conince him. And, he may be
Perline Rowland Edwards, Lavonia, Mich., and Nelson
Rubber
has indicated that in lieu of the faculty, noting especially agriculture. He was recognized and
Company, United Auto Workers says the right.
Paducah; his parents, Mr. and Mayfield of Roseville, Mich.
flowers friends who wish to do the 112 with earned doctoral twice by the Murray Chamber Mayfield, but also farms.
Chrysler Corp. will have to
Mrs. Jeff Edwards, Dexter; one
Helping with the tobacco crop settle some local disputes by
So may make a contribution to degrees who were teaching at of Commerce—as "Man of the
daughter, Teresa Edwards,
Generally he claims that very
Dr. Woods' memory to the the time of his retirement.
Year" in 1959 and as "Man of were Houston Ray, Jerry next Monday if it expects pro- possibly life from outer spact
Paducah; two sons, Terry
Thompson
,
Ralph
Charles
H. Woods Scholarship
Tidwell, duction to continue. The union visited the
Even after his retirement, the the Half Century" in 1968—and
Edwards, Paducah, and Ronnie
earth gillions of
Wilson,
Fund at Murray State.
tall and stately white-haired was awarded distinguished Terry
Gerald issued strike deadlines for four years ago with
Edwards, Hickory; sister Mrs.
definite effects
Gallimore
,
Marvin
Establishe
Jones,
figure
Jerry
d
two
of
years
Dr.
Woods
key
ago,
Chrysler
was
a service awards by the Kentucky
plants. UAW on the development of modern
Ralph (Kathleen) McDaniel,
Barrett,
Charles
this
S.
fund
familiar
administered by the
Knott, President Leonard Woodcock man. He comes
sight on the campus. Association of Soil Conservation
Dexter, two brothers, Clinton
up with some
R. P.(Rufus) Bevins of near Alumni Association provides As president emeritus, he Districts in 1952 and by the Lowell Key, Max Duncan,
Edwards, Dexter, and Hugh
good arguments and evidence.
Tommy
Underhill
scholarsh
retained
,
ips
Thomas
Lynnville
an
for
physicall
office
in
died
adthe
y
Tuesday
at 2:55
faculty at Murray State in 1956.
Edwards, Paducah; two
We are just too dumb to argue
Dale Duncan, Thomas V.
with the man.
grandchildren. Andrew and p.m. at the HWview Hospital, handicapped students at the ministration building while he
Both
Murray
State
and
Duncan, Leroy Bennett, Mrs.
university.
worked on the history.
Heather Edwards of Hickory. Fulton.
Eastern Kentucky University Max Duncan,
Dr. Woods' death came the
Mrs. Thomas
A one-time Virginia farm boy
He was 64 years of age and his
Mr. Edwards was the son-inArms no sooner got to feeling
conferred
honorary Doctor of
(Casitinued tram Page 1)
law of Mr. and Mrs. Harry death was due to a stroke he day following the university's who became internationally Laws degrees on him in 1968. Duncan, Mrs. Tommy Dan
better and we got a typhoid
Story,
Mrs. Charles S. Knott,
Rowland of Almo Route One, suffered Saturday morning at observance of the last of three known as an educator, Dr. The doctorate awarded by
leadership meeting in his of- shot. Now we're working out the
and the brother-in-law of Mrs. the home of his son, Jimmy major anniversaries in its 50th Woods had been a teacher, high Murray State was the first in and Mrs. Leroy Bennett. Durm's fice, then said he didn't have soreness from this one. It's
Grocery
at
year,
Crossland
,the
school
sent
Bevins
Golden
Anniversary of
of Pilot Oak.
principal, teacher the
Luvean Maupin and Mrs.
any idea when a decision would been years since we got such
school's history.
refreshments for the work
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the opening of Murray State trainer, supervisor and adChester ( Toopie ) Thomas, both
be reached on Agnew's request. shots, but we suspect it's good
Dr
Woods'
most
active
civic
crew.
Irene Crittenden Bevins of Normal School to students on ministrator before tsking the
of Murray.
interests were Rotary, which he
Asked whether an impeach- idea. Most folks let their shots
Sept.
appointme
24,
1923.
nt as p sident to
Funeral services will be held Lynnville Star Route; three
served
as
a
district
governor,
ment
proceeding had been become ineffective because of
On May 3, Dr. Woods' 551- then-named Murray State
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the daughters, Mrs. James (Ann)
and the Boy Scouts of America,
ruled out, Albert responded: the lack of boosters.
page
history
College
Cooper
of
upon
of
Murray
Mayfield
the
death
State's
Route
Dr.
Seven
of
chapel of the Max Churchill
an organization to which he was
"Nothing has been ruled out."
Funeral Home, Murray, with in Calloway County, Mrs. Larry first 50- years, a book upon James H. Richmond during the extremely devoted during his
Our hope for today
that
House Democratic Whip John
Rev. Jack Naylor and Rev. J. (June) Colthrop of California, which he had worked since his post-war slump of 1945.
last years. He was president of
J. McFall of California said al- troubled minds will find peace
retirement
He
and
served
,
several
was
Mrs.
years
released.
as
Ray
a
(Bobbie)
It
Frank Young officiating.
the Four Rivers Council of the
ternatives for action included and tranquillity
Burial will be in the Murray Williams of Sedalia; one son, was the last of a countless professor of education at the Boy Scouts 1968-69 and
placing
Agnew's request for a
Memorial Gardens. Friends Jimmy Bevins of Pilot Oak; one number of major contributions University of Kentucky where represented the council on a
hearing before the House, rehe
he
made
earned
brother,
Rudolph
to
the
the
B.S.
university
Bevins
and
and
A.M.
of
may call at the funeral home
national committee 1969-72.
ferring it to the Judiciary Comdegrees. He earned the Ph. B.
Fulton; thirteen grandchildren. the community.
here.
A member of the Disciples of
In addition to his wife, Mrs. degree at Berea College and the
Funeral services will be held
Boy Scout Troop 77 held a mittee or a special committee,
Christ Church, he taught
Thursday at two p.m. at the Elizabeth Harkless Woods, he is Ph. D. degree at Cornell
Court of Honor this past Mon- or ignoring it. He, too, would
(Coodinued from Page Ii
Sunday School for 25 years. He
Lynnville Baptist Church. survived by one daughter, Mrs. University.
day evening in the troop not rule out impeachment.
had
also
served
chairman
as
of
In
the
Republica
Senate,
funds,
n
toward correcting the
Burial will be in the church David (Ann) Varble of JefAs a gangling youth of 6-4,
the board, chairman of the meeting room at the First members held a hastily assem- situatioh.
fersonville, Ind.; three grand- Ralph Woods set his sights on a
cemetery.
Christian Church.
building committee and as an
In Calloway County, an
Friends may call at the children, Ralph, Elizabeth and career in vocational agriculture
Mark Young conducted the bled conference and heard their
elder.
Jackson Funeral Home, Lynn- Mary Varble; a brother, Wythe about the time he graduated
opening ceremony by the leaders warn against public estimated 2,268 men and
Woods of Reedy, W. Va.; and a from Berea in 1921, surrenplaying
"America" on the comment on Agnew's case in women, equal to 16.0 percent of
A Murray State University ville.
view of the fact they may be the adult population, fall into
sister,
dering
trombone,
Miss
earlier
his
dream
Ruth
while
of
Woods
the audience
of
freshman is dead of injuries
called
on to sit as a jury should the functionally illiterate
sang.
The
becoming a medical doctor
Berea.
honors ceremony was
sustained in a one-car accident
When informed of Dr. Woods' because of a lack of financial
led by Dr. William Grasty, who there be an impeachment case. category.
Friday east of Murray.
Impeachment cases are inThe proportion is smaller
death, Dr. Constantine Curds, means.
represented the Four Rivers
Debra Ann McHolland, 17, of
itiated
by the House and tried than in some areas of the
His
who on Sept. 15 became the
interest and capability in
Council.
Valley Station, died this morcountry but larger than in
sixth president of the univer- vocational agriculture, along
Four new boys were invested by the Senate.
rung at Lourdes Hospital in
The case has been simmering others.
In the East South
sity,
with
his
experience
said:
with
as
their
a
young
Troop
neckerchie
Ti
f
Paducah.
A new venture in missionary
"We are all deeply saddened teacher and principal at the old
and received into the troop as since first publicly disclGscd Central States the average is
The accident
occurred education of the United
25.4 percent and, in the State of
by the news of the death of Dr. Ballard County High School at
full fledged members. The Aug. 6
Friday nine miles east of Methodist
On that day, Agnew an- Kentucky, 23.5 percent.
Churches of the Paris Woods. His contributions to LaCenter and as a faculty
Inductees
were
Joe
Kim
HarMurray at the intersection of District
will be launched on Murray State University have member at UK, focused atmon, Marty Guthrie, Kenny nounced that he had been notiHighway 614 and Lakeview Sunday
FREE PUPPIES
fied by federal prosecutors in
evening, September 30 so endeared him to those whose tention on him.
Bogard, and Bradley Wells.
Three puppies, part Collie and
Drive at 9:20 p.m., according to at the
Baltimore
First United Methodist lives he has touched that he will
that
he was under inIn 1936, he was sought out by
Dr. Bill Platzer presented the
English Shepherd, females,
Trooper James Barnett. who Church
in Paris, Term.
long and fondly be remem- the state administration of Gov.
Second Class Rank to Scouts vestigation for possible viola- about seven weeks old, one
investigated the accident.
tion
The event will begin at 5:30 bered. Speaking for the entire A.B. Chandler to become the
of
tax,
bribery,
extortion
Alan Warner, Mark Young, and
Baniett's report said that a o'clock with
and conspiracy laws. Agnew solid black and two black and
three successive community, I wish to express state director of vocational
Brett Warner.
white, are free to persons for
car &Wen by James P. overviews
of mission concerns our deepest condolences to Mrs. education—a post he held until
The First Class rank was7 has repeatedly proclaimed his pets. For information call 498Parkins, Route Five, was of the
Innocence.
church: The Youth Woods and his family. We stand he made the move to Murray
awarded to Jon Noffsinger,
8324.
traveling at a high rate of speed Service
Fund; The Advance ready to assist them in this hour State nine years later.
Doug Crafton, and Claude
when it hit a hump in the road Special
Program; The Reelfoot of sorrow."
Despite the dismal afterJohnson.
and went out of control. Barnett Rural
Ministry.
H. Glenn Doran of Murray, effect of World War LI, Dr.
The Life rank, second highest
said that the car left the road
Cora Anthony Lockhart
The meal will consist of a chairman of
In scouting, was earned by
the Murray State Woods foresaw changing times
and overturned.
Will Be 98 Friday
"sack lunch" with a period of board of regents, called
Frank Gilliam.
Dr. and began to shape a plan for
Passengers in the car were fellowship
and hymn time. The Woods "a man of great stature, Murray State when he became
Merit badges were presented
Miss McHolland, Coleen Moore, four
mission study themes will ability,
by Dr. Grasty to every member
character
and the president.
17, of Valley Station, John C. be
presented.
of Troop 77.
leadership" and added that
The late M.O. Wrather, who
Baker, 18, of Valley Station,
The climax of the evening will many buildings
Scoutmaster O.B. Boone drew
on the campus had served Murray State 12
Susan Collins, 18, of Syracuse, come
with a missions rally in "will stand as monument
attention to scout Donnie
s to his years in various administrative
N.Y., and Keith Todd, 21 of the
church sanctuary at 7:50 memory."
Henry, who recently completed
capacities before his death in
Marion, Ky.
p.m with singing and to be
all requirements for the Eagle
Tributes came pouring in 1970, once said of Dr. Woods:
Officials of the Lourdes concluded
with a message by from other points across
rank and was awaiting the
"He sensed earlier than any
the
Hospital said this morning that Rev. Billy
Cora Anthony Lockhart, approval of the National
Starnes, a former state, including respects from other
Kentucky
college
Scout
funeral arrangements are in- missionary
to Africa.
two longtime colleagues, Dr. president that American formerly of the Lynn Grove Authority
complete.
community, will observe his
Rev. Ed Crump, District Adron
Senior Patrol Leader, Bryan
Doran, president of colleges and universities must
Miss McHolland was a Superintendent of
the Paris Morehead State University, and get ready for the greatest 98th birthday on Friday, Sep- Warner, and his assistant, Brad
graduate of Valley High School District, has urged
every Dr. Robert R. Martin, president growth in their history and he tember 28. He is thought to be Boone, supervised the serving
in Jefferson County last year. congregation of the
churchesof of Eastern Kentucky Univer- set about to get Murray ready the oldest man in Calloway of refreshments to the large
She was a pre-veterinary major the district to
County.
participate. A sity.
group of scouts and interacted
for this deluge of students. They
at Murray State. She is the very special invitation
Mr. Lockhart is now a patient parents.
is exDoran
noted the great con- came and Murray was ready."
Following
4ie.
daughter of Carl E. McHolland tended to the
Westview Nursing Home ceremony the
young people, tribution made by Dr. Woods
In 1948 Dr. Woods went to at the
troop leadership
arid Mrs. Anna G: McHolland. Rev. Crump
enjoys
visiting
and
relatives
his
said.
completed plans for a canoe trip
and said "his death ends a Greece at the request of the U.S.
period of very significant State Department on a special and friends. He is able to be up this weekend in the Kentucky
contributions to education at all mission to assist with the for about four hours each Lake Area, and set October 13
as the annual paper drive date.
levels in Kentucky."
rehabilitation of schools there morning.
His family plans a party with
Troop 77 meets each Monday
Martin called Murray State and to aid in the realignment of
"his crowning work" and said educational objectives with a cake on Friday at the nursing evening at 6:30 p.m. in the
Murray State "Is in large special emphasis on IWO home. Friends and relatives basement of the Fttst Christian
may send him birthdays cards Church. All boys interested in
ana4A1F4 what:#Aleadatahip,04. 1,..eSDication.
Ralph Woods Made it."
-the oseave...4.4teitteit-"otti
We'treefiligr 'Nee'
1..Y.4,......
1,1WIUMARPMWREAMW3471
,
117D
24C4.
He was a member of the Westview Nursing Home.
Besides the buildings which
MAGAZINE CLUB
White House Conference on
Hooded
Nylon
were constructed while he was
Mr. Lockhart made his home
The Magazine Club will meet
Children in a Democracy in
president, many of the older
1939-40 and served on the with one of his daughters, Mrs. Thursday, September 27, at two
* EVERY DAY PRICE *
structures underwent additions
council of advisors to the US. Lester (Zitelle) Goheen, Lynn p.m. at the Calloway County
and renovation.
Grove Road, until he had to Public Library.
But the imprint left ty 1k Commissioner of Education enter the nursing home. Last
1950-52
During
his
career
in
FREE PUPPIES
Woods was more than mortar
(Limited Quantity)
vocational education Dr. Woods year in celebration of his 97th
Boys Sizes 8 thru 18
Three puppies,part Collie and
and
stone.
Enrollment
brithday over two hundred
served
as president of both the
English
mushroomed from 565 in the fall
Shepherd
, females,
persons called at the Goheen
Vocational
about seven weeks old, one solid
Reg. '30
of 1945 to more than 7,300 in the American
home to see Mr. Lockhart.
Associatio
n
and
the
National
fall of•191.7mhis last semester as
two other daughters, black and two black and white,
has
He
Associatio
n of State Directors of
All Beef U.S.D.A. Choice
president., The faculty grew
Mrs. Ralph (0m41) Jones of are free to persons for pets. For
from 65 to almost 400 in that Vocational Education.
Paducah
and Mrs. N.O.(Irene) information call 4984324.
— TENDERNESS GUARANTEED —
At the state level he served on
same span of time
the Governor's Commission on Story of Murray, and one son,
CORRECTION
Dr. Woods indicated that Higher
Lockhart of Lynn Grove.
CUSTOM CUT
•
Education In Kentucky Carl
Frozen french fries listed kit
•••OOOOOOOO••••••OOOOOO•
perhaps his greatest source of
1963-67.
A special feature story on Mr. IGA't advertisesnee( la Os
pride was in the more intangible
•107 NT'Ini - Murray Phane gra-34601Honored numerous times'(Or • Lockhart appeared. inthe. second section of today's pm,
Bel Air Shoppinteenter
achievements.- Be
often his • civic and
professional Seplember 20th isstii- -the. --should be priced .1 43 cents
referred to the high quality of
Ledger & Times on his 97th
achievements,
he
pound
was
bag rather than the
We Now Honor...
arriernic programs on the
designated in 1944 as "Man of birthday last ye
price listed. 4
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Morton Says Some Will Be Cold Even With Rationing
By BILL STALL
Associated Press Writer
GLENEDEN BEACH, Ore.
(AP)- Interior Secretary Rogers C. B. Morton says he is
urging President Nixon to ration heating oil this winter, but
even if he does "there are going to be people who are going
to be cold."
Morton was joined in his call
for the rationing of heating oil
by John A. Love, Nixon's special energy adviser. They made
their remarks in appearances
before the Western Governors
Conference.
The two men said the proposals they had advanced to Nixon
dealt only with rationing on a
geographic basis and did not
contemplate rationing to the

consumer. Morton said he expected Nixon to decide on the
proposals in two weeks.
He spoke of a plan that would
allocate heating oil to perhaps
14 or 15 areas of the country.
The idea then would be to have
government offices in 'each of
the areas to keep track of specific problems.
Love, a former Colorado govthe nation will experience "very real difficulties" in the energy field for
the next three to five years.

ernor, said

"We must, as Americans, realize the depth and seriousness
of this problem," Love told the
12 governors whose annual conference at this seaside resort is
devoted exclusively to the energY

Both Love and Morton appealed to the "American spirit."
"This country is not going to
hell in a handbasket because
this winter we're probably going to be as much as five to
seven per cent short" on heating oil, Morton said.
"There's going to be a lot of
political writing about it. But I
know that neighbors are neighbors, and I know there are
many, many ways we can join
together and get around the
problem in this short term."
Morton said he expects the
administrition to establish the
regional offices so hardship
cases could be dealt with quickly.
The ultimate step in an administration contingency plan

erv
sct
of
tcta
ern
ime

would be rationing oil to customers, such as in wartime.
But both Morton and Love said
that kind of action is not contemplated at this time.
Both emphasized that controls would alleviate an over-all
shortage.
"Remember, we're
managing a shortage," Morton
said. "The ( rationing) plan
doesn't in any way increase the
supply of oil."
Morton said the nation can
work itself out of its reliance on
oil imports from the politically
unstable Middle East by developing the West's vast coal reserves for generation of electrical power.
Morton said a Middle East official asked him recently what
tft United States was going to
do about the rising cost of imported oil.
"I looked him right in the eye
and I said, 'We're going to develop one half of the world's
coal supply because we got it
and you ain't.'
"And he said, 'Is that so?'
"And I said, 'That's so."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - adequately dealt with any probCiting many inadequacies in !ems involving renting property
the present law, represents- and therefore they expressed
tives of tenants have come out nearly total opposition to any
for a model landlord-tenant change in those laws.
code for Kentucky while landAmong those taking that postlor
thidss
ng agesnethreaylly eant to leave tion were Leonard Mills, Louisare.
ville, executive vice president
That was the lineup Monday of the Homebuilders Associduring an afternoon and eve- ation of Kentucky; Elmo Burning hearing on the model code gess, attorney for the Louisville
held by an interim legislative Apartment Association; Vera
subcommittee on the subject. Anzel, of the Kenton County
Standing between those two op- Board of Realtors.
posing sides were spokesmen
Some landlords, including
for two apartment management Robert Yount of Frankfort, said
firms in Lexington, who said they did not feel it was fair to
the model code was good but allow renters to make their
needed some changes.
,,own repairs and then charge it
Rep. Nicholas Kafoglis, D-' • off as rent. He also said he
Bowling Green, who was chair- would like to have the law proman of the subcommittee, said vide that tenants had to give at
upon the conclusion of the hear- least two weeks' notice before
ing that legislation was needed they moved out.
In the area and would be helpLois Wagers, a Lexington
ful.
apartment manager, said she
"But it will not solve all the felt 14 days was too short a
problems or provide decent time to require landlords to rehousing for all people," he turn deposit fees after a tenant
warned. -Me problem is far moved out; she suggested 30
beyond a particular piece of days instead.
legislation. If you look to this
Eric Karnes, president of
(model bill) to solve the prob- Commonwealth Property Manterns of public housing or low- agement, Lexington, said he
Income housing, you'll be diap- felt the bill was good as a
pointed."
whole but should be changed in
At the outset of the hearing, certain ways.
Kafoglis said none of his colAmong the changes Karnes
leagues were endorsing the suggested were to allow securmodel code but were using it ity deposits to be two months'
merely as a basis to begin its- rent, instead of one, in higher
priced units and to prohibit
cussion of the matter.
Lancllorth present generally such deposits from being apaid existing law more than plied to rent_ He also said a

provision requiring landlords to
give two days' notice before entaring an apartment, except in
emergency situations, was far
too long and that a landlord
should be able to go into an
apartment at any time.
Karnes also said a neutral
observer, instead of the tenant,
should have to determine if a
deficiency was minor and
therefore could be repaired by
the tenant. The provision on
that point is that a tenant can
make minor repairs himself, or
have them done, if the landlord
does not do so within 14 days
after being so notified.
David Vandeventer, of the Attorney General Office's Consumer Protection Division, said
he felt the model bill was "well
balanced." But he said that perhaps the
bill did not go far enough in the
matter of security deposits,
which he called the major probtem between landlords and tenants. He suggested that perhops such deposits should be
prohibited.
John Bedenkamp, representing Community Action of 1_,exington-Fayette County, said
"fair rental value" should be
defined and some criteria used
that included the condition of a
house and its facilitieS,
And after repairs are made,
he said, "There needs to be
adequate protection to prevent
unwarranted increase in rent or
eviction."
Barry Donaldson, of Tenant
r

Services Inc., Lexington, said a
survey showed that 52 per cent
of 311 low-income tenants his
agency served had legal prob!erns. And of those, he said, 25
per cent involved violations of
the building code, 23 per cent
were failure of landlords to return security deposits, 13 per
cent were for evictions and 9
per cent were for the landlords'
failure to maintain the property
properly.
He said due process of law
now was not given tenants and
they needed help such as that
offered by the proposed law.
Dennis Bricking, who is with
the Legal Aid Society in Louisvile, said that landlords should
be required to pay tenants interest on their security deposits.
He and Carol Thomas, a social worker who also works
with the Louisville Tenants Union, said law should have precedence over contracts and no
one should be able to waive
provisions of the law in signing
leases.
Ms. Thomas and John Meyems, of the Lexington-Fayette
County Housing Coalition, suggested that housing courts be
established - where tenants
could bring landlords to require
them to comply with the law or
building codes. Meyers said
courts tend to look at housing
problems as "something to put
up with" and that at least court
tenants he knew of lost 59 of 59
cases in court.
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FIRST TO REGISTER-Mrs. Clorene Armstrong Farley of Murray was the first of 31 students who
attended Murray State Normal School on the first day of classes 50 years ago-Sept. 24, 1923-to register
for a commemoration program Monday.The program was held In front of the Murray Middle
School
where the classes were held.
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PROGRAM PRINCIPALS-Carmon W. Graham, Murray, addresses the crowd during the
program Monday in front of Murray Middle School commemorating the 50th anniversary of the date
in 1923-Sept. 24—when classes were held for the first time at Murray State Normal School. Also
shown are from leftl; Dr. L.J. Hortin, chairman of the department of journalism; Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president emeritus; Dr. Constantine Deno) Cut-ris, president; Dr. Josiah Darnall, professor
of music; Fred Schultz, superintendent of Murray schools; and Dr. Ray Mofield chairman of the
department of communications.

Surveys Help To Protect Ky. Streams
Our Division of Water is ment plants in the Compresently conducting com- monwealth.
prehensive surveys of selected
The purposes of these surveys
municipal waste water treat- are:
•
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Fast -Print Cop Center
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-To determine if the plants
are producing the effluent for
which they were designed.
-To determine the effect of
the effluent on the stream it
flows into.
-To provide data for use in
designing new treatment
plants.
-To provide evidence for
enforcement action where
required.
-To train municipal operators
and new staff personnel.
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The surveys usually consist of
24-48 hours of sampling and
ponents of the treatment
process. Then, laboratory
analyses are conducted to
determine the characteristics of
the waste and. the ,remaval
efficiency of various pollutants.
Special emphasis is placed on
working with the plant operator
to assure that he understand the
processes and operation of the
facilities.
'The operator of the facility is
the key to the plant's efficiency.
Even a well-designed plant will
not produce the removal efficiency of pollutants required
to protect the stream if it is net
operated properly'. Conversely,
intrriany cases, good operators
have made plants produce an
arceptatre eirtiiiireven tKoiigf
.
the plant wxs overloaded.
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Special Weekends Scheduled
At Kentucky's State Resorts
By Marianne Styles Kohler
Travel Writer
There's always something to
do at Kentucky State Resort
Parks regardless of the season.
With the arrival of crisp autumn
weather comes a different kind
of activity in the parks, for
Nests who may spend an entire
weekend sharing favorite interests with others, on such
multifarious subjects as fishing,
photography, square dancing,
art, golf, ornithology, archeology, model airplanes,
bridge, rook, table tennis and
wildflowers.
Weekends are scheduled from
September through May under
the direction of the Recreation
Division of the Kentucky Parks
Department and are cosponsored by other groups.

Is It iiere(litv-Or Intelligenee
Intelligence "evolves" as a
child_grows, and the question
of how much heredity contributes to intelligence is
unanswerable, David Elkind,
Professor of Psychology.
University of Rochester.
writes in a recent issue of the
of
Journal
- American
Diseases of Children."
"IQ tests assess current
intellectual functioning and
intellectual
innate
not
capacity," Elkind says
"Human intelligence has to be
thought of as closer to an
es °lying organ system than it
is to a fixed physical trait

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club has
designated the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Herndon at
810 Broad Street as Yard of the
Month for September.
Herndon has effectively used
red pea gravel and boulders to
create a natural setting for
spreading blue rug juniper,
boxwood, silver mounds, cacti,
yucca, and large-leafed ivy. A
decorative sumac was placed
within this area for its brilliant
fall coloring and red-berried
seed heads.
Giving a feeling of continuity
to the overall plan of the front
landscape is the use of evenly
spaced boxwoods across the
,4entriance. Careful attention has
:bee'devoted to the shrubs on
the front. Here between two
large boxwoods, one finds
azaleas, Burfordi holly as well
as an espaliered pyracantha.
White limestone creates a base
for this area.

thursday
SALE DAY
K-F-C

Again, one finds red gravel
and boulders creating a natural
setting for the foundation
plantings on the south side.
These
include
nandina,
mahonia, Burfordi holly and a
freely growing pyracantha. A
colorful array of berries and
changing leaves will be the
scene for this garden in the fall
and winter. To add to these
everchanging colors, Herndon

Back By Popular
Demand

Regular
Dinner
Box
3 Pieces Chicken
v Potatoes & Gravy
v Cole Slaw
v Rolls
$1.70 $

Reservations are now being
taken at the park at Cadiz.
Valley
Tennessee
The
Authority and the Kentucky
Department of Parks will cosponsor a Fall Color Weekend at
Kenlake State Resort Park,
October 26-28. The park will be
the hub of activities but many
TVA facilities in the oearby
Land Between the Lakes will be
incorporated into the programs.
The central theme of the
weekend will be "The Beauty of
Autumn."
Registration will begin at 6
p.m., Friday evening. A
program and a get-acquainted
social hour will follow. On
Saturday, guests may choose
field trips, horseback riding,
hiking, motor boating and-or
canoeing, bicycling or participating in a photography
clinic. Saturday evening will
offer square dancing and a
campfire singalong.
Kenlake Amphitheater will be
the setting for an early-morning
Sunday sunrise service.
Nature studies will literally
be "rolled into" the park on the
department's newest vehicle,
the "Kentucky State Park
Mobile Nature Unit."

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Herndon's
Yard Named for Honor, September

-If an individual is horn
with a good heart, the heart is
likely to remain strong
throughout life But if the
individual becomes obese.
smokes to express, and fails tr,
exercise, he can undo his good
endowment Contranwise. a
person with a heart murmur
%who watches his diet, and
exercises regularly, can have
a long and productive life
Intelligence works in much
the same way "

Reg.

The Kentucky Ornithological
Society KOS) will be co-host
for the Fall Bird Weekend
September 28,30 at Kenlake
State Resort Park, in Western
Kentucky. Registration for the
weekend will begin at 5 p.m.,
Friday evening. Guests have a
choice of programs for the
evening: KOS will preent
readings of scientific patters,
while the Parks Department
will be presenting an alternate
program of a lighter nature.
Saturday will be filled with
panel discussions, bird walks,
and a banquet in the evening
with noted ornithologist Harold
Mayfield as dinner speaker. A
field trip will be offered on
Sunday. Interested persons
should contact Kenlake State
Resort Park, Hardin, Ky.,
phone 5021 474-7211.
Golfers are already looking
forward to the First Annual
Boots Randolph AmateurCelebrity Invitational Golf
Tournament, October 5-7, at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park. The public is 'invited to
play or be part of the gallery.
Many celebrities are expected
to play, along with "Mr.,Sax"
himself, Boots Randolph.

has placed a Burning Bush at
the side of the backyard en
trance gate.
On each side of the elevated
west patio is a garden of ample
proportion. Here is space for
annuals to be planted among the
daisies, iris, csuirias, yucca, ivy,
and evergreen ground cover.
An impressive number and
variety of young trees have
been selected for the back lawn.
These include individual
specimens of silver leaf maple,
sugar maple, dawn redwood,
flowering almond and sweet
gum. There are also two
Chinese elms, an apple tree, a
fig tree, and a Christmas holly.
Leaving the backyard, one
walks under a trellis covered
with the climbing rose, Blase.
Along the north wall are at.
tractively placed a variety of
White
hollies.
limestone
provides the base under these
hollies.
The well-tended lawn is
planted in bluegrass and red
creeping fesrutr The overall . effect of the
landscaping presents a picture
of well-planned design with
consideration for color, texture
and size, with areas reserved
for both permanent shrubs and
changing annuals.
Mr. and Mrs. Herndartould
be pleased to have anyovisit
their yard, a Garden Department spokesman said.

Tuberculosis Treatment To Be Moved To County Health Clinics
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
PARIS,Ky.( AP) — Tuberculosis treatment will gradually
be phased out of state T.B. hospitals to county health clinics in
a statewide campaign to wipe
out the disease.
Kentucky has the seventh
worst tuberculosis case rate in
the nation and lags 15 years behind the rest of the control in
T.B. control, Health Department officials say, but predict
a dramatic shift in two or three
years.
Treatment in state hospitals
has not been an effective way
of controlling the disease, says
the director of the Division of
Tuberculosis in the State Department of Health Resources,
Dr. Mac H. Vandiviere.
With the establishment of a
network of community-based
clinics, patients can be moved
out of the state hospitals. By
1976 Dr. Vandiviere predicted
two 100-bed hospitals should be
able to handle all T.B. patients
in the state.
Until the late 50's and early
60's the widely accepted cure
for tuberculosis was isolation,
plenty of rest and fresh air.
More is known about the disease now and it is usually not
necessary to isolate patients.
Tuberculosis germs are now
known to be transmitted only
through the air.
Doctors say T.B. is more
prevalent among the lower
socio-economic classes because
of crowded living conditions,
poor ventilation and the general
environment.

was known as consumption.
"We must also teach patients
how not to infect others. They
learn to cover their mouths
when they cough so as not to
spew germs."
Only a relatively few patients
will have to be hospitalized for
any length of time, with the
rest maintained through ihe
clinics.

ters at the end of last year. Of
those, 1,095 had active tuberculosis. Doctors say each active
case is assumed to have exposed 8.2 contacts — and each
of those contacts must also be
examined for signs of T.B.
Improved equipment and
technology will make the check
detection process much faster,
Dr. Eddison said.

Estate S Antique Jewelty
4 Day Sale
A magnificant collection of one of a kind pieces
collected and loaned to us by one of the South's
largest dealers.
This Is A First For the Tri-State Area

Invest Now In Antique Jewelry
Sale Dates: Sunday, Sept 30, 1-5 p.m.
Monday
Tuesday & Wednesday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 a.m.-8 p.m.

M. MANAS &CO.

U.S. GO\

227 Broadway - Paducah, Ky.
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Invisible Hap Net
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Musk Oil
After Shave
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Aspirin
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Fresh Pil

Ultra Brite Toothpaste
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for Men

FRESH

Pork Ho
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Fecoal Hair Remover
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JAMES H. HERNDON is shown in front of his biime at 810
Broad Street, Murray. which has been designated as Yard of the
Month by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club,

1113 Sycamore
753-7101

at

There's no longer this dreadful thing of having to be isolated," Dr. Eddison said.
She envisions tuberculosis
clinics in every county run by a
nurse or a physician, offering
comprehensive medical care,
including detection and treatment of the disease.
Approximately 10,000 cases
appeared on local T.B. regis-

GROWING AGAIN TO SERVE MORE KENTUCKIANS°

39

— Thursday Only

People are afraid to admit
they have T.B.," said Dr.
Grace Eddison, district director
at Paris. "'They're afraid of
being locked up.
"A farmer who has T.B. still
has to cut his tobacco and he's
got to strip it. He just doesn't
have the time to be locked in a
hospital for nine months," she
said.
Nowadays drugs are the recognized cure.
"If the patient' -follows the
prescribed regimen, then it's
almost guaranteed he'll get
well," Dr. Eddison said.
One of the biggest problems
in establishing local clinics is to
educate patients to the need for
taking medicine on a regular
basis and for not infecting others.
"Social work will probably be
at least as important as medicine in switching to the home
care program, said Dr. Eddison, who is acting as field service director. "There will have
to be at least 50 per cent psycho-social support."
Routine drug treatment for
T.B. requires an average dosage of about three pills a day
over a period of two years.
The patient usually feels better soon after starting the twoyear treatment. "It's hard to
convince people to keep taking
the pills after six or eight
weeks when they feel fine," Dr.
Eddison said.
"They must learn to understand the disease," she said.
"It's hard for some of them to
accept. It's known as a dirty
disease from the days when it
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ALL OTHERS GOOD THRU TUES. OCT. 2 LIMIT RIGHT RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1973 - THE KROGER
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CUT-UP, MIXED PARTS

PUREX SUPER

Frying Chicken

Bleach

SAVE 4 WAYS
AT KROGER

1 X TRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
Kroger maintains low levels of prices on foods
you buy the most, DAY IN and DAY OUT
2 X IRA BONUS BUYS
These are special offers made possible by
manufacturer's allowances anti special pur
chases look for the X in our ads and in our
stores
3 WEEKLY SPECIALS
Kroger's got 'em These special buys are made
possible by market condition and week to
week basis.
4 TOP VALUE STAMPS
the extra PLUS you get at Kroger, along
with all the above.

FAMILY PAN
OF
3 BREAST
QUARTERS
2 LEG
QUARTER
3 WINGS
2 GIBLETS

LB.
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PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS
BAKERY PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. SEPT. 29.
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How About A Barbecue,Before Frost Sets In?
GRILLED HAM
Summer is almost a thine°,
the past and autumn is on its
heels, but there are still some
warm days left. You can get in a
few cook-outs before the frost
sets in. A barbecue is just the
thing to stretch out the summer
"fun cooking.''
The term barbecue comes
from the French words barb and
queue," "Barb" meaning
whiskers and "queue- meaning
tail. Thus, the roasting of the
whole animal from whiskers to
tail. Today the term refers to
any type of cooking meat slowly,
usually over open coals, and
basting it with a sauce.
A new and different type of
sauce can create a sure-fire hit
in front of the barbecue grill
The meat should be marinated
or brushed with a sauce before
or during 'tooking to prevent
drying. The sauce should be
tasV enough to enhance the
natural flavor of the meat.
Here are six ways to make
your next cook-out a big
success. Each recipe is a
delicious addition to the taste of
the meat. An added futh bonus is
roasting marshmallows or
bananas over the leftover coals
at the end of the meal.

STRIKE UP THE BAND—Pictured are members of the Murray State University "Marching
Throughbred Band" from this area who attended the band's pre-season camp on the university
campus. The 155-member band will perform at five home football games, two assay games, and
several area parades. deft to right) Raylene Burris, Sandra Hargrove, Sarah Sames, Linda Boyd,
Cindy Parker. Jimmy Pasco.

Kentucky Not To Be Affected By Station Shutdown
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP) \n industry spokesman said a
scattered service station shutdown in some areas of the
country probably will not affect
Kentucky in the near future.
Charles Mathis, executive director of the Kentucky Gasoline
Dealers Association, said members want to see if the Coat of
Living Council will grant them

raise prices by the ('LC would
eliminate the possibility of a
shutdown.
"There are other things in
Phase 4 we're not happy with
and couldn't live with for
long," he said. "but allowing a
cost pass through would loosen
the rope around the dealers'
necks."
,Mathis also said the National
Congress ilf Petroleum Retailers. with which his group is associated. already has filed suit
against the .CI.C. challenging
some Phase 4 regulations.
The shutdowns, he said, involved stations not connected
with the NCPR but favors a national shutdown if the ('LC
doesn't authorize an increase.
K.J. Papp, executive director
of the Kentucky Independent
Gasoline Marketers Association, which includes wholesalers and retailers, said he
has not heard any plans for an
organized protest.
He also said he did not see a
need for protests such as those
being held elswhere.
"Essentially, a dealer today
is no worse off than he was six
months ago," Papp said. "He's
had a 7-8 cent margin:, a
along, and most have
about that. Some may have had
to roll back 1-2 to 1 cent, but
anything over that they were
overcharging to begin with."

a price Increase of 1 to 2 cents
a gallon.
Present CI.0 auildines stipulate dealers must figure their
ceiling price based on the
wholesale price of gasoline on
Aug. I. Dealers claim that they
have ,,een unable to pass along
the increased costs although
many wholesalers have increased their prices since then.
Mathis said a decision to

Meat Prices Should Fall
Soon But Lows Of Past
Years Are Gone Forever
By CHERYL DEBES
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Although
meat industry officials predict
meat prices will fall substantially in the next few weeks,
they say consumers should realize that low prices of past
. years are gone.
:
Industry leaders, attending
the annual meeting of the
' American Meat Institute, said
consumer awareness is one factor that will determine the supply and cost of meat in the future.
Organized consumer boycotts
of meat this year brought about
"the purely political response"
.of price controls on meat, said
Jess Harvat, vice president of
Swift Fresh Meats Co.
He said the government controls caused farmers to withhold cattle from the market,
when no shortage existed" and
causing "reasonably stable
price levels" to skyrocket.
In addition, incoming institute President Richard E.
•s. Lyng said the boycotts and
price controls had endangered
future supplies of meat.
"Producers who normally
would have been expanding
production either stood still or
cut back," Lyng said. It takes
a year from tha time a farmer
decides to produce a hog to the
time it's ready for market. It
takes three years for cattle.
"But this summer we saw
farmers slaughtering pregnant
sows and drowning chicks because they: were afraid they
were going to lose money."
Lyng said that, for the time
being, a temporary surplus of
meat will cause a sharp decline
in retail prices of all meats.
Harvat said that, when that
surplus is gone, prices will
stabilize at a slightly higher
level. But he said they still will
be considerably below the peak
summer prices consumers paid
for meat.
Meat institute President Clifford B. Cox said the basic concern in the industry is to "pro-vide the incentives for the
farmers to _produce both the
grain" and the livestock necesaa, asaraiitaalsedalsaaaosintivaarrasaraTlie meat industry leaders
agreed that to do that inevitably will mean higher costs for
everyone. Harvat said the cost
all•-putttngatinevotrateora-steer
today is double the cost of two
years ago.
• Farmers spend more, so the
consumer has to pay more,
Lyng said.
Agriculture Secretary Earl I,.
Butz spoke to the industry leaders Monday night. In a news
conference before his speech,
he said federal price controls
had been disastrous and price
ceilings on meat had been
cotinlerpr&luctivè T
Butz said the only way to
leraisis-dossas-asaioesa was- ta*iaisea
production. And he said, "In

the meantime, American housewives will simply have to get
used to higher prices."
Lyng, who was assistant agriculture secretary in the first
Nixon administration, said government controls were counterproductive in terms of expanding meat supplies..
Even so, Lyng said: "I'm
basically optimistic. This country has the capacity to produce
an ample supply of food, and
the over-all cost to the consumer, proportionate to his income, can be the same as it
has been in the last few years."

BARBECUED CHICKEN
Pa C. butter or margarine
2 C. vinegar
2 C. ketchup
2 C. water
•
'a C. Worcestershire sauce
2 tsp. honey
'ix tsp. Basil
la C. minced onion
1 garlic clove, minced
1 tsp. salt
2 Tbs. lemon juice
-a
1 tsp. lemon rind
tsp. oregano
Cut up chicken
Mix all Ingredients (except
chicken) together well, to make
sauce. While grilling chickea
pieces, baste liberally with the
sauce. Refrigerated, this saice
keeps indefinitely. Makes 2
quarts of sauce

East Side of The Square

7-UP BURGERS
Got a question or a eanunent along bememaking? Address
IT C. chopped onions
It to "The Aaket Basket," kt care al If.. Say DnFOrd„ 1 clove garlic, minced
Route 1, Springtlle, Tenn. Mt
2 Tbs. butter or margarine
baste wall sauce siooa about 30 pour over meat and vegetables.
tnibutad or until the ajeana.s Refrigerate for 1 hour. Have
tender and no lunaer pink Serve ready sonic long metal skewers. 1 Tb. Worcestershire sauce
-chops with remaining sauce and Push pieces of vegetables 1 tsp. salt
pepper
garnish with at:mg( slices. alternately with the meat on the
cooked hamburger
the skewers. Grill over hot 10 to 12 uncooked
Serves 4 to 6.
patties
.coals,
luring
to
brown
evenly.
BARBECUE ISOLAX;NA
, Brown onions add garlic in
The kebabs are usually done in
butter. Add tomato sauce, 7-Up,
1 pound of bologno. in a lace
15 to 20 minutes. Serves 4
Worcestershire sauce, salt and
44 C. butter or margarine
1 tsp. onion salt
1 C. ketchup
-1.ET US A00 SOW REGAL COLOR TO YOUR UFU
1.1 tsp. salt
I Tb. prepared mustard
1 Th. worcestershire sauce
Toasted hamburger buns
Score bologna ai inch deep
around the outside edge. Make
sauce by heating in a sauce pan:
butter, onion salf, ketchup, salt,
mustard and Worcestershire
sauce. Put bologna on a grill
about 8 inches (ruin the coals.
Baste with sauce and cook 30
minutes. Turn occasionally and
continue basting until dune.
Set ve on toasted buns. You may
also broil the bologna in an over
broiler; it's almost as good as
the outdoor cooking.

C. tomatole 7-tip
7 oz

1

Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Saturday

Cani

NO BLACK FLOWERS
It is often claimed that blue
among flowers is the least
common color because it is the
color of the sky against which
most flowers must contrast in
order to attract insects for
pollination Blue flowers are
mostly low growing i forgetme-nots, ageratum
and
pansies) in order to contrast
with foliage. In actual fact.
however, green flowers are
much less common than blue
flowers and black flowers are
almost
non-existent
—
although some pansies are
almost blaek. Among the most
widely grown green flowers
are Bells of Ireland and Envy
Zinnia The seeds of both these
varieties are available from
most seed displays and
catalogs, and they are easy to
handle, requiring similar
conditions for successful
results.

BATH T

No. 1 !
Super

12.00 to '3
if pf

Electr

TOASTE1

E Z read I
economical

Sok

BIG

ELECTR1

Round
Geometric
1Neeeping
Controls t

REGAL
COLOR!
I
Special Introductory Offer

LAMB KEBAB

Stop, Shop
and

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

TI

8" x 10"
PORTRAIT

Marinated in a herb sauce,
tender cubes of lamb are
PORK CHOPS A LA ORANGE these
skewered with vegetables
1 6 oz. can concentrated frozen before grilling.
2 lbs. lamb, shoulder
orange juice
. Small onions or onio: wedges
1 juice can water
Green peppers, in 2 inch squares
102 C. vinegar
Tomato wedges
In C. brown sugar, packed
'a C. cooking oil
1 tsp. prepared mustard
1 tsp. salt
2 Tbs. soy sauce
1,4 tsp. pepper
ks tsp. salt
"a tsp. oreganu
/
1
2 tsp. PelWer
tsp thyme
Orange.alices
'2 tsp. lemon juice or vinegar
6 to 8 rk chops
Trim bones and fat from meat
Combine all ingredients
except orange slices and pork and cut into 1 inch cubes. Put
chops, stir until mixed. Grill meat and vegetables in a bowl.
pork chops over hot coals aral Mix remaining ingredients and

Open 9 asin. to 5 p.m.

rpiliSCOAL111:171

1 C. brown sugar, packed
2 Tbs. worchestershire sauce
ks1 C. horseradish
C. lemon juice
2 slices center-cut ham
(About 1 inch thick
Cut through the fatty edgs of
each slice of ham to .prevent
curling. Combine remaining
ingredients in a sauce pan, and
heat to boiling. Stir constantly.
Place ham slices an a grill over
glow ina coals. Cook 15 minutes
on,each side basting often with
the sauce. This is an ideal meat
to cook on a hibachi grill

pepper. Heat mixture to boiling
then simmer 5 minutes. Brush
meat with sauce and grill an one
side until browned, turn meat
and grill the other side to the
desired degree of doneness.
Serve on toasted buns.

SAVE!!

47

N, broiling

PRE
CO

se

eatures,
convenienc
pucy and
time.

_All children 24 months of age and
under will be photographed at no.
charge.
limited Offer • One Per Sublect One Per
Family • Additional Members, $2 47 Each •
Groups Photographed at 51 00 Per Additional
Subrect
Regal Service
Portraits will be delivered within three weeks
You may select from a finished package

gum
Thurs.-Sat.
HOURS 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
VA7 Sept 27-29
DAYS

MAX

Central Shopping Center

3 Big Days

The Mini Hair Dryer
"by Gillette"

Two temperature settings
v Small but mighty
v With combattachment for styling

Reg. '17.99

Model THD-2

Prett

Smc

$895

\44
.
,
••••••••mum.

LYSOL

LISTERINE

Disinfectant
Spray

ANTISEPTIC
Kills germs by
millions on contact.

Reg. '2.49

99;

Sale
at

. Mar

SCOTCH

HAIR SET TAPE

v

-t

Created especially for
hair styling. No. 170'
It

3

"II

Sate'

Prr •JAY•s

Reg. 69c

Limit 2

Sale

.4d1IMEC1=7
nasal spray
ea.emes.....

Fast relief from nasal and sinus
congestion_clueito_ head colds

•ncL4tImiei.v..,,,,..„ .1,5,,
0
c.. ,
Sale'

I

'Reg. 69c

for

Pain Tablets
Bottle of 100
Reg.'1.75

98

iRwEr)

49

Rive --$.2
Sale

Ever I

CLOSE-UP

NESTLE'S

Choice of Regular or Mint

King Size Bar

Large 4.6-oz. Tube

NATURAL

POLY
DOUBLI

Reg. 89` Sale

Fancrel'cut

49;

M': to 60"
wide.

04+81
C -lW
a
.
..s.ss••
•Isrss,
. ss•.•
usx.,

sromr.

Ntcrzsusa

or.

latileasiatitaavasanaest

Orm
•

"Certified Brand"
200 I.0
100 Capsules

Sale

WOOC

100% aci
to 56" v
bolts.

„LADIESTHER CREAM

VITAMIN E

viTAMIN
•••••••••••••-

Special

TOOTH PASTE

29

sssesis•••••

Many col
wide.

79;

Reg.
1.59 ea.

61
/
2-oz Bar

Choice of Milk Chocolate Crunch Milk Chocolate with Almonds

•:41910.
-At.Z.
,
O.S.:".

Color Coordinated
3 Shadows, Liner and Great-lash,
the protein mascara.

Reg. '3.75

s,

DOUll

Family Size 7 oz can
or SECRET Anti-Perspirant
Sale Your Choice 8-oz. can

44

INIET.:1:

Qual

DEODORANT

Sale

71 20?.Jar

BUFFERIN

GREAT LASH KIT

Choice,of
Very filack;flack Brown-Dark

Petroleum Jelly

CRUNCH
MILK

Maybelline

3 69

SECRET

CHOCOL
—

NASAL
SPRAY

Choice of Soft, Medium, or Hard Bristles

101

99
Sale

4-Way

Reg. '1.08

Vaseline

Reg. 69C

32-oz.

MOP&
—

9

DR. WEST TOOTHBRUSH

Sale

"Cleans and shines every
time you damp mop!"

Large 14-oz.
Spray Can

Limit 2
Quart Bottle 32-oz.

FLOOR Shine Cleaner

Kills household
germs, disinfects
and deodorizes
;ct..

•::

-VASELINE

MOP- & GIG

Choice of 4-Purpose.
Face Cream
or Dry Skin Cream

mi
Fancit
100%-Acril;
cut trui

13.5-oz. Jar

Reg. '2.10

49

Wear that
R eg

Sale

momb-.

I
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LERMANS

th

gitilklMe1710!

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS

Shop for many other Anniversary
BATH TOWELS. Specis throughout the store.
Cannon

No. 1 Specials
Super Special
100

c

PAPER
TOWELS

BEAUTIFUL SMART NEW STYLES OF

2.00 to '3.00 Value
if perfect

Nylon reinforced fOr use
and reuse.

3

COATS and PANT COATS

Electric Mutiny

TOASTER-BROILER

Box of 12 to 20.
Christmas cards and
envelopes also includes
Got Well, Sympathy,
Birthday, Anniversary and
Graduation cards. Bright
and colorful.

1254

440

PANT COATS ONLY $qn

Self Start

BLANKETS

c.0Reg. 29"

ELECTRIC CLOCKS

100 per cent acrylic, nylon
binding, machine washable,
72x90, fits twin or full size.

Round wall clocks.
Geometric tilde docks.
Weeeping second hand.
Controls by Robertshaw.

254

454

$45

COATS ONLY$35

4 yt

APPLIANCE SPECIAL

Reg. 49"
Reg. 39"
Select a latest style coat now. Small
deposit will hold on Layaway or use
your !WE

PRESSURE
COOKER
Features. quality and
convenience meats cooked
Cucy and tender in 1/3
time.

854

Chietori

COOKWARE SET
7-piece

754
Polished Aluminum
TEFLON
Armor coated.

154Nable

GIRLS PANTS

Close out of Assorted
Fabrics in Various
Popular Styles

2 f.r 325

$6

Pretty Patterned Bra
Reg. 1"

Smooth Double Knit

11111

Fiberfil
Reg,. 7

IVII111:1111ritEvIl'
BACK a
gtimjuiroo
.
y.

_

Quality Milliken

Famous Alfred Dunner
SUCKS

DOUBLE KNIT
CREPE

Myles Seek Keil

Many colors 54" to 60"
wide.

254

him le II"
Al Sites Avalabie

DON'T MISS THIS
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

SIGNATURE
PRINTS and
ULTRA BLENDS

INFLATION FIGHTER SPECIAL
Lades

PONCHO CAPES

Perrna press rayon cotton
blends in cotton and
favorite prtnts. Washes
easily.

Popular Wolff* Weave and
geometric patterns in

PANT

vor Out colors

*My,
Berry,
lisasew Omen

Polyester

yd.

'10

Lady Canho

PANT
Nom &Venn. N.'''.
111Wolir Green

leg.'12

PANTY HOSE

74c yd.

leg. 12"

Popular Taize stretch Ni
favorite flattering 'hides.

A

Ewer Popular

Smartly styled with flore legs

PANT SUITS

BRAS

954

Decorator colors red,
green, gold.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Special

88'

CHRISTMAS CARDS

INFLATION FIGHTER LOW
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL PRICES

E-Z read dial. Fast, safe,
economical.

r011s

ZIPPER

INFLATION FIGHTER SPEOAL

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

Boys JACKETS
Quality jackets styled to please.
Choose from handsome pile lined
fake fur collar. Quilt lined with
hood. Wash-N-Wear.

Fanciercut from full bolts.
54"- to 60"
wide.

293 yd.

Size 3-7

Quality Milliken

2"

yd.

Milliken

Fancies & Solids
100% Acrilan. 58-66" wide
frdm„f4 bolts, ,
Weer elssedby-Monaanta.Reg. 3.09 yd.

udin
KIRE-111 NOSE
Perfect to we with
Heels end pant suns.

sc....4 2 Pr et Res gik

Men's FAMOUS NAME)
100% Polyester Noah Knit

WOOCLYN SNAG
100% simian acrylic, 54"
to 56" wide cut from full
bolts.

2 pr. 889

&

Values 10",4o 14"

SUCKS
BAGGIES and FLARES,
DRESS, SPORT or

BOYS LONG Sleeve

CASUAL

SPORT SHIRTS

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

Special

'2
2" Yalu
Polvener nation Mena in color,
hal desired oettems.

954
tatkswavistarttwo
$it and $11
—
Chem* horn iwwilliornme
and fano, dridaann.

— Sizos
--211-42

SUPER SPECIAL
Girls

Reg 39c each.. 7" to 24"
long.

PANT SUITS
5 for 54c

Attractively styled and so procticat
for those fall and winter days

Sias 4 le Si

650

1750
-411111-3.163tx-r,;S:7—.w;,

4.7
COTTON FLANNEL
NURSERY MUSS

.

All fashioned of E-Z core fabrics
White and pastels. Perfect
for childrens and ladies
gowns.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

49c yd.

Foam MAUS lade
by Bonsai

HOOVER
CONSTELLATION
Vacuum Cleaner

Lon Slime

DRESS
SHIRTS

The cleaner Vt walks on
air. No
!Tr—
Wheels! .Powerfut motor:

FaMotas Woman and Pax long
dawn ORES/ IttlitTS. 11.41
haft *wawa- Alt fealasonably
pnand

2.888

At

11 to '12 Vales
It's •

7 to

. 2954

INCLUOINi TOOLS
17 a 35
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.

ROUND
STEAK
39

.

BUYING POWER
AT YOUR IGA STORE

$1

U.S. Choice

100% Pure

46 oz

Donald Duck

Juice

GROUND
BEEF
3Ibs.otMore
891

[An

45c

Grapefruit

ADAMS W.A.
STORE POLICY

2 lb Bag

Boneless

Frosty Morn

Bacon

:k

Just Low Prices!!

BALTIMORE,
special federal
day began he,arir
legedly involvirN
dent Spiro T. Ag
spread tangle of
ruption. A lawy
said an injunct
sought to stop thi
Judah Best Si
touches were be

Seen&
Arot.
Mur
By James C

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

French

Gran
Of Ai

IIAA

Unsweetened

I.G.A. Frozen

Del Monte

lb.

8-oz. pkg.

Ronco Elbow

Fries

Member of As

U.S. Choice

Family-Pak
Cut-Up

means

The P
Source
In Mur
CalIowa

29

No 303 Can

Del Monte

Detc,r.cont

Giant Size

One of the n
Watergate wi
President Nixon
writer Patric'
whom we watch
night. This guy
being flippant ar
through his ki
ability to speak

No

P

•

Few of us
prosperity....ano

ears C3a0n3

SCOTT
TOWELS

Detergent

Glet SUP

He stopped N
ease and left hir
lack of any rebu
smile on his fa(

It is interestii
gradual char
proceedings. It
"horror" at the'
the Republican:
proceedings wr
becoming appal
tactics have bee
parties for ye
politics is dir
about what the
be.

33
LIGHT SYRUP
Wagner's lo•Cal

PALMOLIVE

ORANGE & GRAPE

There are few
be culled by eith
if they think the
advantage. We
will be hurt littlt
and as more I
parties come to
be legislation
politics in gener
of the country hi
And now a v
Murray High B
the admiration
crowd last we
ballgame by the
,.nzlistzg. Thus=
will be at the Ot
well received a
ved.

nreor or

C)AGE PEACHES

The bade WE
raise money to r
(See Seen & HI

KETCHUP

HOMMEIMMi

The Wi
Iceberg

CARROTS

1 2;

LETTUCE
firld

23c

antzczt=snoms
Most cloudy
with showers Ii
continuing Frid
around 70. High
Rain ending S
ally fair and
Sunday and 1
highs in the low
the 50s.

